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ABSTRACT

This report discusses the cost and efficiency optimization of an integrated
gasification-combined-cycle (IGCC) power plant design and the effects of important
design options and parameters. Advanced thermoeconomic techniques were used to
evaluate and optimize a given IGCC concept which uses Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal,

, air-blown KRW coal gasifiers, a hot gas cleanup system, and GE MS7001F gas turbines.

The study was sponsored by the U.S. Departmentof Energy Morgantown Energy
Technology Center and was conducted by the Tennessee Technological University Center
for Electric Power. Southern Company Services, Inc. managed the project. Other
participants were The M. W. Kellogg Company and General Electric Company.

Three optimal design concepts are presented and discussed in the report. Two of
the concepts are characterized by minimum cost of electricity at two different values of
the steam high pressure. The thirdconcept representsthe thermodynamicoptimum. This
study identified several differences between the original design and the design of the
optimized cases. Compared with the original concept, significant annual savings are
achieved in the cost optimal cases.

Comparisonsweremadebetweenresultsobtainedusingboththeoldandthenew

performancedatafortheMS7001F gasturbine.Thisreportdiscussestheeffectsof

gasificationtemperature,steamhighpressure,coalmoisture,andvariousdesignoptions

on theoverallplantefficiencyandcostof electricity.Costsensitivitystudieswere
conductedandrecommendationsforfuturestudiesweremade.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol MeAming [units]

c cost per exergy unit [$/GJ or $/MMBtu]

d relative cost difference between average cost per exergy unit of
product and average cost per exergy unit of fuel

D cost of exergy destruction [$]

/_ exergy flow rate [MW or MMBtu/hr]

f thermoeconomic factor denoting the contribution of the capital
costs, Z, to the relative cost difference, d, between fuel and

product in a plant component

F variable expressing the criterion of therm_conomic similarity,
Equations 3-12 and 3-17

g constantin Equations3-10 and 3-13 expressing the dependence of
total net investment for a plant component on the efficiency and
capacity of the component

I:I enthalpy flow rate [MW or MMBtu/hr]

Aho higher heating value [kJ/kg or Btu/Ibm]

I investment cost [$]

m mass [kg or Ibm]

n exponent in cost Equations 3-10 and 3-13

P pressure [bar or psia]

Q heat [MJ or MBtu]



Symbol Meaning [units]

r ratio of capital costs to product exergy in a heat exchanger [$/MJ
or $/MBtu]

entropy flow rate [kW/K or MBtu/hr.R]

T temperature ["C or "F]

W power [MW]

x mole fraction [%]

Z capital costs associated with a plant component and considered in
cost equations [$]

Greek letters:

3, coefficient expressing the part of the fixed operating and
maintenance costs which depends on the net investment

expenditure for a plant component [%]

E capital recovery factor [%]

exergetic efficiency [%]

r/ thermal efficiency [%]

0 exergy destruction ratio [%]

r annual number of hours of plant operation at the nominal capacity

[hr]

Subscripts:

D exergy destruction

F fuel (according to the definition of exergetic efficiency) "
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Symbol Meaning [units]

i stream

• in input

. j output stream

k plant component

L exergy losses

LOSS heat losses

P product (according to the definition of exergetic efficiency)

tot total plant

Superscripts:

OPT optimum

• time rate of the corresponding variable

vii



II
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACRS Accelerated Cost Recovery System

AFDC Allowance for Funds During Construction

ASPEN Computer Simulation Software
I

BFW Boiler Feedwater

BLDWN Blowdown

CM Coal Moisture at the Gasifier Inlet

COE Cost of Electricity

CT Combustion Turbine

CTG Combustion Turbine Generator

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DOE/METC U.S. Department of Energy/Morgantown Energy Technology Center

EPR/ Electric Power Research Institute

EXD Exergy Destruction

FGD Flue Gas Desulfurization

FWH Feedwater Heater

GE General Electric Company

GI Gasification Island

GPC Georgia Power Company

GSC Gland Seal Condenser

GT Gasification Temperature ,

HHV Higher Heating Value

HP High Pressure

HRSD Heat Recovery Steam Drum

HRSG Heat Recovery Steam Generat"r

IGCC Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

lP Intermediate Pressure

viii



LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (Continued)

KRW KRW Energy Systems

LASH Limestone-Containing Ash

LHV Lower Heating Value

. LP Low Pressure

MWK "lhcM. W. KelloggCompany

O&M Operationand Maintenance

PC Pulverized-Coal

PH Prchcatcr

PI Power Island

PPC ProcessPlantCost

PROMOD Computer SimulationModel

RAM Reliability Availability Maintainability

RGC Recycle Gas Cooler

SCS Southern Company Services, Inc.

SHP Steam High Pressure

SN Stream Number

SSR Steam Seal Regulator

STG Steam Turbine-Generator

TAG Technology Assessment Guide (EPRI)

TCR Total Capital Requirement

THESIS Thermodynamic and Economic Simulation System (computer software)

TPC Total Plant Cost

TPI Total Plant Investment

Tru Tennessee Technological University

• UNIRAM Software Application for Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability
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LIST OF CASES MENTIONED IN TIHS REPORT

Case __lmation

1 Original Case 1 (see section 2.3). This case is identical with Case 1 in
Reference [1] (GT=lg00"F; CM=4.98%; SHP=1600 psia)

lA Same design configuration as in the original Case 1. (GT= 1800"F;
CM=4.98%; SI-IP= 1600 psia)

1B Same design configuration as in the original Case 1. (GT=2000"F;
CM =4.98 %; SHP = 1600 psia)

lC Same design configuration in the gasification island as in the cost optimal
Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2. (GT=IS00"F; CM=lI.12%; SI-IP=1815 psia)

1CO1 Cost Optimal Case 1 (see section 4.1) at a relatively high steam pressure.
(GT= 1920"F; CM= 11.12%; SI-IP=2055 psia)

1CO2 Cost Optimal Case 1 (see section 4.2) at a steam pressure value close to
the original Case 1 value. Same design configuration in the gasification
island as in the Case 1CO1. (GTf1920"F; CM--11.12%; SI-IP=1515
psia)

1TO1 Thermodynamically optimal case 1 (see section 4.3). (GT=1800"F;
CM = 11.12 %; SI-IP= 2200 psia)

Abbreviations

GT Gasification temperature

CM Coal moisture at the gasifier inlet (weight percen0

SHP Steam high pressure



UNITS CONVERSION FACTORS

9 T['C] + 32Temperature T['F] = -
• 5

. Pressure 1 bar = 14.504 psia
1 bar = 29.530 inches Hg
1 bar = 0.1 MPa

Mass 1 kg = 2.2046 Ibm

Mass flow rate 1 kg/s = 7936.6 lbm/hr

Energy (or Exergy) 1 k_,Xrh= 3.6 MJ
1 MJ = 106J = 0.9478 MBtu

1 GJ = 109J = 0.9478 MMBtu

Specific energy (or exergy) 1 MJ = 0.4299 MBtu
kg Ibm

MMBtu
Power (energy flow rate) 1 MW = l&W - 3.412

hr

MW MMBtu
Entropy flow rate 1 - 1.8956

K hr"F

$
Cost per exergy unit 1 _ = 1.0551

GJ MMBtu

Meaning of Prefixes

SI System of Units

G-- 109; k = 103; M = 106

English System of Units

M = 103; MM = 106

xi



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Several integrated gasification-combined-cycle (IGCC) power plants are currently
under development to provide a clean, efficient and cost effective option for generating

• electric power from coal. Through ajoint site-specific project with the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) Morgantown Energy Technology Center (METC), Southern Company

- Services, Inc. (SCS) conducted a comprehensive study to determine the characteristicsof
IGCC power plants with respect to thermal and environmentalperformance, capital costs
and electricity costs. The results of that study are summarized in Reference [1].

Among the power plant configurations developed and compared in that study, the
so-called Case 1 design configuration was found to be an attractive IGCC power plant
configuration. This plant uses four air-blown KRW coal gasifiers, a hot gas cleanup
system, and two GE MS7001F gas turbines. However, no attempt was made to minimize
the cost of electricity (COE) in the results presented in Reference [1]. Indeed, final
conclusions from the comparison of different IGCC design configurations should only be
drawn after these configurations h_ve been optimized from the economic viewpoint, or
at least after the potential for further cost and efficiency improvements has been
estimated.

To optimize the design of Case 1 using advanced thermoeconomic optimization
techniques, SCS entered into a supplementaryproject with DOE/METC. The simulation
and optimization studies reported here were conducted by the Tennessee Technological
University (TRU) Center for Electric Power under a subcontract to SCS. SCS was
responsible for overall project management and cost estimates in the power island. The
M. W. Kellogg Company provided TIZJ with material and energy balances in addition
to cost estimates for the gasification island. Some other companies (General Electric,
Industrial Filter and Pump Manufacturing, and h_,eHenry Vogt Machine Company)
provided performance and cost data for specific equipment items.

The major objectives of this supplementary project were to:

• Study the effect of various design options on the plant efficiency and the
cost of electricity generated by an IGCC power plant using Illinois No. 6
bituminous coal, air-blown KRW coal gasifiers, a hot gas cleanup system,
and industrial gas turbines.

. • Develop an IGCC power plant concept characterized by minimum cost of
electricity.
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Severai design concepts were developed and evaluated on the same basis as those
in Reference [1]. For each case, a process design was developed; capital costs, O&M
costs and cost of electricity were estimated; det_!cd thermoeconomic analyses were
conducted; and suggestions for improving the cost effectiveness were developed. In
addition to the original Case 1, three optimal cases were selected for presentation and
discussion in this report. Two of the cases (1CO1 and 1CO2) are cost optimal cases
while the third case (1TO1) represents the thermodynamic optimum. Figures 1 and 2
show the simplified flow diagram of Case 1CO1 as an example of the design
configurations optimized in the present study.

The major differences among the cases discussed here refer to the

* gasification temperature
• coal moisture at the gasifier inlet
• steam high pressure
• use of the heat of the flue gas from the sulfation area
• design of the heat recovery steam generator, product gas cooler, recycle gas

cooler, exit gas cooler, and feedwater preheaters
• design of the HP section of the steam turbine, and
• steam extractions from the steam turbine.

Table 1 compares the primary features and performance of the cases addressed in
this study. The cost optimal cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 have identical configurations of the
gasification island. The major difference between these cases is in the value of the steam
high pressure which is 2055 psia in Case leo1 and 1515 psia in Case 1CO2. Case
1TO 1 represents the thermodynamically optimal case and demonstrates the potential for
improving the overall plant efficiency.

The differences in the cold gas efficiency of the gasification island in Table 1 can
be explained by the differences in the gasification temperature and the coal moisture at
the gasifier inlet. The sulfur removal in the gasifier is 91.4 percent for the three
optimized cases and 86.5 percent for the original Case 1. The sulfur removal in the
gasification island is the same, 99.4 percent, for ali four cases.

The net power output varies between 458.4 MW (original Case 1) and 482.5 MW
(Case 1CO 1). As expected, Case 1TO1 possesses the lowest net plant heat rate (8,181
Btu/kWh). Case 1CO1 is the next lowest (8,351 Btu/kWh), while the original Case 1 has
the highest net plant heat rate (8,595 Btu/kWh). The efficiency difference between Cases
1CO1 and 1CO2 is mainly caused by the difference in the steam high pressure value.
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TABLE 1

• Summary of Gasification Power Plant Performance



TABLE 2

Summary of Gasification Power Plant Costs



Table 2 provides a cost summary. The differences in the total capital requirement
among the Cases 1, 1CO1 and 1CO2 (1335-1346 S/kW) are less than one percent. The

highest total capital requirement is for Case 1TO 1 at 1421 S/kW, primarily the result of

the optimization according to efficiency criteria.

Case 1CO1 possesses the lowest cost of electricity (COE) with 38.3 mills/kWh in
• constant dollars, 1.83 percent lower than the COE of the original Case 1(39.0

mills/kWh). Case ICO2 is the next lowest with a COE of 38.4 mills/kWh, which is 1.61

percent lower than the COE of the original Case 1. The highest COE is for Case 1TO1

at 39.2 mills/kWh, 2.30 percent greater than for Case 1CO1, but only 0.44 percent
greater than the COE for the original Case 1.

The difference in COE between Case 1CO1 (1CO2) and the original Case 1 results
in savings of over 2.4 (2.2) million constant (mid-1990) dollars per year of plant

operation. Compared with the original Case 1, the 30-year pre-tar, present value of the
cost savings in Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 are 30.0 and 27.7 million constant mid-1990

dollars, respectively.

This study identified several design changes which improve the cost effectiveness

of the Case I IGCC concept. These changes includ_ the following:

• The coal should be supplied to the gasifier with the "as received" moisture
: of 11.12 weight percent, or with the highest moisture content allowed by

the reliability of the coal feeding process.

• The gasification temperature and the steam high pressure should be

opfimizeA using the thermoeeonomic variables discussed in section 3. This

optimization refers to the interaction between gasification island and power
island.

• The heat of the flue gas from the sulfation area should be used in the
HRSG.

• The mass flow rate of the quench steam should be decreased and its

temperature increased through adjustments in the steam turbine and

elimination of the desuperheating process.

• • The BFW preheater in area 250 (air booster compression) and the recycle

gas cooler should preheat LP (or low-temperature) instead of HP (or high-

temperature) feedwater.



• The recycle gas should be extracted from the clean gas after the exit gas
cooler instead of after the zinc-ferrite unit.

• The size of the product gas cooler and the exit gas cooler should be
increased to accommodate some of the above changes.

• The design of the HP steam turbine should be adjusted to the new steam
high pressure values.

• The deaerator should be operated at the lowest possible pressure.

• At least one LP steam extractionshould be used to preheat feedwater.

These recommendations refer only to the design of Case 1 and should not be used

automatically in conjunction with other IGCC concepts. The cost optimal Cases 1COl
and 1CO2 are certainly not unique. Other design configurations can be found with

comparable cost of electricity values.

General Electric supplied new performance data for the MS7001F gas turbine.

These data have significant impact on the overall efficiency and the cost of electricity.
Use of the new data results in (a) an increase in thermal efficiency by 0.7-0.8 percentage

points in the optimized cases, and (b) a decrease in the cost of electricity by more than

2.5 percent.

The parametric study conducted to investigate the impact of major design

parameters on the efficiency and cost of electricity established the importance of the
steam high pressure and the gasification temperature for the cost optimization process.

The cost sensitivity studies confirmed that the plant capacity factor is the most important
variable for cost-effective plant operation.

The thermoeconomic analysis and optimization techniques were very useful tools

in conducting this study. Some optimization techniques were refined during the

investigations and will be applied to future design optimizations of IGCC plants and other

energy systems.

Future studies should include investigation of the economic feasibility of design

options aimed at eliminating or modifying the external desulfurization step and the gas
recycling process. Significant performance and cost benefits should be expected from the
elimination or modification of these processes.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Several studies of IntegratedGasification-Combined-Cycle (IGCC) power plants
have indicated that these plants have the potential for providing performance and cost
improvements over conventional coal-fired steam power plants with flue gas

" desulfurization, assuming equal plant capacity factors. Generally, IGCC power plants
have a higher energy-conversion efficiency, require less water, conform with existing
environmental standards at lower cost, and are expected to convert coal to electricity at
lower costs than coal-fired steam power plane.

Most IGCC power plant designs currently under development require cooling of
the hot gas from the coal gasifier to near-ambient temperatures to facilitate cleanup of
sulfur, particulates, and other contaminants. The gas must then be reheated before being
burned in a combustion turbine. The volume of gas which must be cleaned is reduced
by using oxygen from an air separationplant as the primary fuel oxidant in the gasifier.
However, the requirements of gas cooling/reheating and air separation result in capital
cost and thermal efficiency penalties which adversely affect the economics of IGCC
power plant designs using an oxygen-blown gasifier and a cold gas cleanup process.

Hot gas cleanup, in which sulfur and particulates are removed from a gas stream
at high temperatures, has the potential to increase the cost competitiveness of IGCC
plants. Using air as the coal oxidant rather than oxygen may yield further cost
advantages.

Southern Company Services (SCS), Inc., under a cooperative agreement with the
U.S. Department of Energy, Morgantown Energy Technology Center (DOE/METC),
conducted a study entitled "Assessment of Coal Gasification/Hot Gas Cleanup Based
Advanced Gas Turbine Systems" [1]. The objective of that study was to compare the
estimated costs, performance, and reliability of several Kellogg-Rust-Westinghouse
(KRW)-based IGCC power plant configurations. The power plants were assumed to be
located at the Plant Wansley site of Georgia Power Company. The project team consisted
of SCS, the engineering and research subsidiary of The Southern Company, the M. W.
Kellogg Company (MWK), the Tennessee Technological University (TI'U) Center for
Electric Power, and General Electric Company (GE).

Among the power plant configurations compared in that study [1], the so-called
Case 1 configuration was found to be an attractive alternative for generating electricity
from coal. This configuration uses four air-blown KRW coal gasifiers, a hot gas cleanup
system, and two GE MS7001F gas turbines to generate 458.4 MW electric power at a
net heat rate of 8,595 Btu/kWh. The Higher-Heating-Value (HHV)-based net thermal
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efficiency is 39.70 percent. Assuming ten-year levelized costs at 65 percent average plant
capacity factor, the estimated levelized cost of electricity is 67.4 mills/kWh in current
dollars, or 49.1 mills/kWh in constant mid-1990 dollars.

For the results reported in Reference [1], no attempt was made to minimize the
Cost of Electricity (COE) generatedin each I6CC power plant. Thus, we should expect
that the potentialfor improving the efficiencyand cost effectivenessof each IGCC
configurationstudiedin Reference[1] is different. Reference[1] discussesthe
comparisonof Case 1 with the Reference Case (oxygen-blownKRWgasifierand cold gas
cleanup). Thiscomparisonindicatesthat significantdifferencesin thepotentialfor
improvingeach case exist. Final conclusionsfrom the comparisonof different
configurations,however,shouldbedrawnaftertheseconfigurationshavebeenoptimized
fromtheeconomicviewpoint,or afteratleastthepotentialforfurtherimprovementshas
beenestimated.Thesecondlaw analysisandthethermoeconomicanalysisof Case1
reportedinReference[11identifieda numberof designchangesthatcouldpotentially
improvetheperformanceandreducetheCostof Electricity (COE).

To study various design options for Case 1 and determine the effect of the most
important plant parameters on performance and COE, SCS entered into a supplementary
project with the U.S. DOE/METC. The focus of the study was to optimize the design
of Case 1 using advanced thermoeconomic evaluation and optimization techniques. The
present report summarizes the results of this study. As in the previous study [1], the
IGCC power plant was assumed to be located at the Plant Wansley site of Georgia Power
Company, an operating subsidiary of The Southern Company. Every effort was made
to put the results of the present study on the same basis as those reported in References
[1], [2] and [3].

1-2



2.0 PROJECT DESCRIFFION

2.1 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

i

The major objectives of this project are to"

• • Study the effect of various design options on the efficiency and the cost of
electricity generated by an IGCC power plant using air-blown KRW coal

gasifiers, a hot gas cleanup system, and industrial gas turbines.

• Develop a power plant design characterized by minimum cost of electricity.

For this purpose, several design configurations were evaluated. This report discusses the

most interesting features of each attractive configuration.

2.2 PROJECT ORGANIZATION

The simulation, evaluation, and optimization studies were conducted at Tennessee
Technological University (TFU) Center for Electric Power under a subcontract to
Southern Company Services tSCS). Input data were provided by several companies.
SCS Research and Environmental Affairs was responsible for overall project management

and cost estimates in the power island. The M. W. Kellogg Company was responsible
for developing gasification island designs and costs according to TFU specifications.
Some other companies (General Electric, Industrial Filter and Pump Manufacturing and

the Henry Vogt Machine Company) provided performance and cost data for specific
equipment items.

2.3 IGCC PLANT DESCRIPTION

The IGCC power plant configuration for Case 1, as reported in Reference [1], is
the base case for the studies discussed in this report. In the following we will refer to

this case as original Case 1. This section briefly describes this case. Additional details

may be found in Reference [1].

Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show simplified flow diagrams of the gasification island and

the power island, respectively. The gasification island converts coal to a clean

combustible gas that fuels a combustion turbine. The combustion turbine exhaust heat

is used in a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) to produce steam which drives a

turbine generator. The integration between the gasification island and the steam cycle

mainly involves (a) generation of saturated steam in the gasification island and use of this

steam in the steam cycle, and (b) supply of steam at various temperature and pressure

2-1



levels by the steam cycle to cover the demands of the gasification island. Case 1 has four
separate processing trains for the gasification island (two trains tor the Area 250-Booster
Air Compression) with two combustion turbines and heat recovery steam generators and
one steam turbine for the power island. In the following, the numbers given in
parentheses refer to the material streams shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2.

The coal receiving, handling, and preparation system (Area 100) includes an
unloading sys;em, twenty-eight vibrating feeders, a magnetic separator,four coal storage
silos and four fluid-bed roller .mills. Flue gas from the sulfator (48) provides the heat to
dry the COal, which is fed into the gasifier with a moisture content of 4.98 weight
percent.

The limestone receiving, handling and preparation system includes a rail car

receiving hopl_r, a car shaker, two belt feeders, a conveyor, two reclaim hoppers, three
storage silos, and two pulverizers, where limestone is dried with the heat supplied by an
oil-fired heater. After preparation, the coal and limestone are transported to separate
bunkers and then fed with weigh feeders into bins where the two are mixed. Four
pneumatic conveying systems (one spare) are then used to transport the coal/limestone
mixture to surge bins in the gasifiers. An air compressor provides pressurization of the
gasifier lockhoppers.

The air booster compressi_onsystem (Area 250) supplies the air necessary for the
gasifier operation (5) and for the regeneration of the zinc-ferrite desulfurizer (29). Air
for this system is obtainedby extraction from the compressor of the gas turbine (4). The
air booster compression system includes an air recuperator, a boiler feedwater (BFW)
preheater, a trim cooler, and an air compressor.

The coal is gasified in a KRW pressurized fluidized bed gasifier (Area 300).
Hydrogen sulfide, produced from the sulfur in the coal, is removed from the gas phase
by reacting with calcium oxide which is obtained through the decomposition of limestone.
The limestone in the gasifier serves as the bulk desulfijrization step in the plant. The
product gas from the gasifier (6) enters a cyclone which separates most of the fine
particulates that escape the gasifier bed and returns them to the bed.

The gas exiting the cyclone (7) is partially cooled in the product gas cooler where
HP steam is generated. Additional cooling is provide,d by quenching with steam (39).
The amount of quench steam is determined by the desired moisture content of the gas
(30% by volume) in order to achieve a satisfactory operation of the zinc ferrite unit.

The product gas (159), now around 1015"F, then passes through a non-recycle
cyclone and a ceramic candle gas filter where ali of the remaining particulates are
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removed from the gas. The collected solids are transferred to a depressurization
lockhopper from which the solids, now at atmospheric pressure, are sent through a water-
cooled conveyor to the sulfation area.

• Since chlorides can severely affect the structural integrity of the zinc ferrite
sorbent, a chloride guard is used to remove chlorides from the fuel gas (35). This guard

• consists of two parallel fixed beds of calcined nahcolite sorbent. When a bed becomes
loaded as indicated by outlet gas (26) analysis, it will be isolated; the sorbent will be
replaced and the bed will be available for the next duty cycle.

Zinc ferrite was selected as the external bed sorbent for high-temperaturecoal gas
desulfurization because of its effectiveness and capability for sulfur absorption combined
with its regenerative characteristics. In a similar manner to the chloride guard drums,
the two zinc ferrite reactors, where final product gas desulfurization is achieved, are
operated in a parallel arrangement. In the design of the original case 1, 86.5 % of the
coal sulfur is removed in the gasifier. After the additional removal in the zinc ferrite
reactors, the total sulfur removal in the gasification island is 99.4 %.

The zinc ferrite is regenerated through oxidation of the zinc and iron sulfides with
air. This process begins with steam pressurization to a level above that of the gasifier.
The flow of steam and air to the reactor is controlled to maintain the bed temperature of
the oxidation front below 1500"F to avoid sintering and destroying the sorbent. The
minimum temperature is 1100"F since lower temperatureswill promote the formation of
zinc sulfate. The regeneration gas (17) is recycled to the gasifier and the sulfur dioxide
in the gas is captured by the limestone in the gasifier bed. The major part of the
desulfurized product gas (84) enters the exit-gas cooler where the temperature is
controlled at the maximum fuel-supply valve temperature (1000"F) for supply to the gas
turbine. This temperature is controlled by varying the flow rate (fi_) of the high-
pressure saturated steam produced in the exit-gas cooler.

A small portion of the clean product gas (20) is cooled in the recycle gas cooler,
compressed, and, recycled back to the gasifier (42) andthe gas filter (15). The outlet gas
temperature of the recycle gas cooler is controlled by the flow of boiler feedwater to the
cooler (36).

The mixture of spent (sulfided) limestone, ash and fines (22) is prepared for
disposal in the fluidized-bed sulfator. This system is used to oxidize the calcium sulfide

• to calcium sulfate, a chemical compound similar to gypsum, which can be readily
disposed of in a dry landfill. The calcium sulfide oxidation is highly exothermic. At
temperatures below 1600"F, little sulfur dioxide is formed. During this process, any
residual carbon remaining in the fines is combusted. The heat is recovered by in-bed heat
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exchanger tubes that keep the bed temperatureless than 1600"F without the need for high
excess air. The gas from the combustor is cooled by an additional heat exchanger to
approximately 1400"F before being routed to the coal preparationsection of the plant for
coal drying.

Two General Electric MS7001F combustion gas turbines were assumed in the
combined cycle. These advanced combustion turbines will have a firing temperature of
about 2300"F. Fuel gas (32) is introduced to the gas turbine combustor along with air
(73) supplied by the compressor, which is driven by the gas turbine expander. The hot
gas exiting the combustor (74) is supplied to the hot gas expander which in turn drives
the gas turbine generator.

The exhaust gas from each combustion turbine (75) enters a heat recovery steam
generator which provides steam generation and superheatingof high-pressure (HP) and
intermediate-pressure (IP) steam, reheating of IP steam, and feedwater preheating. The
combined-cycle steam turbine consists of a high-pressure, intermediate-pressure and low-
pressure sections. The HP section accepts the 1,500 psia/1000"F steam (101) from the
two HRSGs. The exhaust steam (104) from the HP turbine is reheated to 1000"F by the
HRSGs and returns to the II' turbine (105). The IP exhaust steam (141) is then routed
to the LP turbine from which it is condensed aeta design backpressure of 3.5" Hg.

Condensate from the conder_3er(118) enters two vertical motor driven condensate
pumps and subsequently passes through the gland seal condenser. Steam for this heating
is provided by the steam seal regulator (SSR). Subsequently, the condensate (121) is
heated in the low-pressure feedwater heater (FWH2) before it enters (122) the two
deaerators, which are an integral partof each HRSG. Finally, the electric motor driven
HRSG feed pumps supply the feedwater (124) to its HRSG feedwater inlets (125, 129)
and to the gasification process (36, 46, 49).

Tables 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 summarize the results of the simulation and the exergy
analysis for the original Case 1. Some small deviations between the numbers shown in
these tables and the corresponding tables of Reference [1] are due to improvements in the
simulation procedure. Ali results presented for the various cases in this report were
obtained using identical assumptions for the simulation, exergy analysis, and
thermoeconomic analysis.

In addition to the original Case 1 (gasification temperature - 1900"F), Reference
[1] contains performance and cost data obtained for the Cases lA and 1B, which refer
to the same flow diagram as the original Case 1 but gasification temperatures of 1800"F
and 2000"F, respectively. All these data were considered in the thermoeconomic
optimization of Case 1.
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TABLE 2-1

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of the Original Case 1 (Cont'd)

Stream di T P IY'I _

No. lib/ht] [1_ [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

83 6736999 279.8 14.7 -6160.28 12046.16 33.51
84 1830903 1196.3 305.0 -3145.77 3943.58 920.24

85 1073962 650.0 450.0 152.20 1701.13 54.40
86 104465 411.0 450.0 -209.15 197.31 48.28
87 16342 411.0 450.0 -32.72 30.87 7.55

88 1779 604.9 1600.0 -11.13 2.95 0.09
89 7021 411.0 430.0 -14.07 13.29 3.23
90 6736999 627.1 14.9 -5529.11 12739.35 106.82
91 19343 604.9 1600.0 -121.05 32.13 1.01
92 19343 604.9 1600.0 -110.59 41.94 2.49
93 295659 604.9 1600.0 -1850.31 491.07 15.45
94 295659 604.9 1600.0 -1690.47 641.13 38.12
101 1344245 1000.0 1450.0 -7247.08 3288.01 241.82
102 568 1000.0 1450.0 -3.06 1.39 0.10
103 2313 1000.0 1450.0 -12.47 5.66 0.42
104 925235 644.7 350.0 -5131.89 2286.91 120.47
105 1025829 1000.0 329.0 -5495.88 2694.74 164.77
106 1043212 802.5 150.0 -5689.66 2755.43 135.64
107 1687 644.7 350.0 -9.36 4.17 0.22
108 1044899 802.2 150.0 -5699.02 2759.76 135.84

109 641 802.5 150.0 -3.50 1.69 0.08
110 1005 431.7 350.0 -6.51 1.45 0.02
111 1209 860.3 150.0 -6.56 3.22 0.16
112 13442 604.9 1600.0 -84.13 22.33 0.70
113 398731 727.3 500.0 -2196.97 983.42 56.55

114 110543 120.4 25.0 -751.07 111.25 0.06
115 1044899 120.6 1.7 -6039.28 2878.78 16.95
116 460852 80.0 14.7 -3149.81 430.58 0.16
1!7 1506960 120.6 1.7 -9197.19 3311.97 16.91
118 1506960 120.4 1.7 -10238.99 1516.52 0.83

119 1209 211.4 14.7 -8.10 1.39 0.00
120 1396417 120.4 25.0 -9487.77 1405.34 0.79
121 1396417 121.7 25.0 -9486.00 1408.38 0.82
122 1396417 160.9 24.5 -9431.26 1499.50 2.19
123 110543 240.1 24.5 -632.53 282.73 7.18
124 1506960 236.2 24.5 -10063.80 1791.66 7.85

125 853728 240.0 1650.0 -5695.19 1017.67 5.83
126 56698 727.3 500.0 -312.40 139.84 8.04
127 342034 727.3 500.0 -1884.57 843.58 48.51
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TABLE 2-1

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of the Original Case 1 (Cont'd)

Stream lh T P I:I S E -
No. [lb/hr] [IF] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

128 56698 950.0 450.0 -305.48 145.82 9.11 •
129 101600 237.0 350.0 -678.36 120.86 0.56
130 101600 391.0 350.0 -662.15 141.85 1.93
131 15711 644.7 350.0 -87.14 38.83 2.05
132 100594 431.7 350.0 -571.26 235.18 11.37
133 1025829 640.0 329.3 -5691.07 2541.02 132.33
134 1100379 568.0 1600.0 -6944.54 1772.42 49.37
135 1344245 604.9 1600.0 -7685.90 2914.98 173.31
136 100594 620.0 329.3 -559.18 248.16 12.82
137 1405360 240.0 1650.0 -9375.12 1675.24 9.60
138 1341364 992.3 1305.0 -7231.54 3295.54 238.95
139 942633 644.7 350.0 -5228.39 2329.91 122.74
140 1043853 994.5 329.0 -5595.49 2739.99 167.11
141 1043853 802.5 150.0 -.5693.16 2757.12 135.73

142 1030113 604.9 1600.0 -5889.81 2233.79 132.81
143 3761 500.0 450.0 0.40 5.80 O.18
144 1506960 120.4 25.0 -10238.83 1516.59 0.86
145 853728 433.0 1625.2 -5524.08 1233.40 21.22
146 1100379 431.9 1600.0 -7121.40 1588.34 27.19
147 101600 236.2 24.5 -678.50 120.79 0.53
148 1405360 236.2 24.5 -9385.29 1670.87 7.32
149 47673 240.0 1650.0 -318.02 56.83 0.33
150 1073962 450.1 199.0 98.21 1707.59 37.54

151 1073962 266.3 198.0 49.41 1648.05 32.82
152 1073962 127.7 176.0 13.18 1601.36 29.73
153 1073962 341.9 453.0 69.39 1613.29 44.28
154 1341364 1000.0 1450.0 -7231.54 3280.96 241.30

159 1904715 1015.0 385.0 -3260.61 4036.74 973.68
160 16342 365.6 450.0 -32.98 30.56 7.53
161 67 1400.0 14.7 -0.32 0.04 0.01
162 134 1400.0 14.7 -0.59 0.06 0.01
164 13524 1015.0 385.0 -27.14 8.29 35.96
165 2115 1015.0 385.0 -8.53 0.79 0.05

166 15991 479.6 375.0 -31.62 30.89 7.40
167 28438 479.6 375.0 -139.95 9.67 7.09
168 49583 479.6 375.0 -205.42 13.91 0.27
170 337788 90.0 14.7 -.343.01 111.15 1176.96
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TABLE 2-3

Heat Loss, Po wm'.Supplied (Generated), Exergy Destruction Flow Rate,. Exergy

.....:..:,.: .Destruction Ratio(O, Exergy.Destruction toTotal F_,xergyInputRacfiO(01")and: " "
..._:_i:il:. .... .F,xergetic EITiciency_(_)forPiant Components in the Original ase ..../::_...: i.

• " i Compon_t:ii:: :_:::!/:. i, .":ii:.:_(:::.i_::_i:[MW] :i: ':." ,[MW] • _[MW]. :::.,:::.[%]..:._::i:i[%l :... [%]

i Gasifier ::::__:: ' .216-96/::, 30.09:_ :i !::_:.i8!39.•:. ::82::38

:i..3:iPhntUctGaSCooler:i • ,.i:::.i_".. " I:M7 ::://i:ii.::,0.00 .24_61:::ii_::::3:.4!i_i_i::ili:,i:::ilii:%11,ii:!2.:09:::::ii?.i65.48
4 _ Coal Hopper System : 0.00 : :? : ::0.03 0.44 ii " :0.06 :_:::iii::i::ii/i:0.04/ 32.12

6 _ QuenchSteam Mixing i 0,00 0.00 17.56 2.43 ":/I:II::::!V1.49:11 98.29
718 FinesCyclone& Gas Filter: 0.03 ....: 0.00 1,85::_• 0;26 :_:_:::::::::0A6 _: 98.96
9 SolidsConveyor& Cooler 0.84 0.00 0.46 0.06:::: 0.04: 98.93
I0 Area600:Sulfation 1.00 1.28 12,17 1:69 •1.03 64.07
11 ChlorideGuard 0.13 0.00 1.49 0.21 0.13 99.15

13 AirRecuperator 0.37 0.00 1.78 0.25 0.15 85.06
14 BFW Preheater 0.21 0.00 0.42 0.06 0,04 91.07

:15 Trim Cooler ...... _: 10,62 :::. 0.00 :3.10 0.43 O.26.. -
16 BoosterAirCompressor 0.00 17.34 2.79 0,39 0.24 83.93

17 ZincFerriteSystem 0.00 0.00 9.83 I•,36 0,83::_.....99.01
18 ExitGasCooler 0,59 0.00 7.50 1.04 0,64 71.33

20 Recycle Gas Cooler : _:!.: O,14 0.00 .1.60 : 0.22• : :::.:.. .0.14 ::i:i' 68.81
21 RecycleGasCompressorl....:_.....0,44:1:i::"1,42 0.53 " 0.07 ::i:::::_0.04-_: 62.89
23 Recycle Gas CompreasorH : 0,00 0.29 0,07:0.01: _i:/il_L/:':I:_::_0.0i:-_i.... 74.71
26: Gas Turbine/AirCompressor:,:37.07/i:iliii,::(311.64) 82._......IIA6: i::iii!::,::.7.01 79.04
27 :CombustionL_ambe_ " /LI i O,00/i:::!:_:i::/::0.00: 192.58 ::i26.71_::i:i::ii::::i_i_::?:!16:33:: 82,57

29 Superheater/Rcheater/Blast : 2.82 ::::::::::0.00 :!2.93: 11.7..9::_i_/;:i::::ii'ii_1,10. 88.75

: 31:IP SupHheateri:::_:.:iii_i_:•i:.::i:.i:i:;:_:ii:::::i::ii:.iii:i:::.:_::?i:.:i0_05:::i:::iiii:.i:i:.;_•.:. ::0,00 :":::..-:_::_!::0.49:_::.:::::.:::i.:.:.i._:i0;07:i:::.i!;:::::ii:::::i::_.i:_:_::_i:::ii!0.04,:.:i_::::: .:i:74.92
32 IP Steam:Drum::" : : ::.i.:...:i:!: : _:_.0;37::i::;_::. : "0.00 2._2 .. ::::O_39:::::/::::_:.:.:_:,i.:.O.24.77.01
33 HP2 Economizer : - " ::.:"::::i:::0_78:i- . : 0,00 :1.39 0:19 '/.:./:::::_O.12 94.09
34 lp Economizer . .0;07 ..:0,00 0.78 _.0ill-- .........0.07 63.65
35 HP1F_nomizer .-.. !0.75. " 0.00 4.04 :0.56 .:. .... 0,34 79.23
36 Feedwater Heater 1 0;52 ..... 0.00 4.18 ::0.58 • 0.35 62.99
37 :Feedwater Heater 2 0,24 0.00 3.22 0.45 :: : 0.27 29.79
39 HP Turbine :0:00:: :::. (55.90) 6.12 :0.85 -:: : !0:52 90.13
43 Desuperheater 0.85 0.00 1.67 0.23 0.14 96.57
45 IP Turbine 0.00 (28.17) 3.22 0,45 0.27 89.75
48 LP Turbine O.00 • (98.13) 20.76 "2.88 " 1.76 82.54
49 Steam Seal Regulator 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 .0.00 87.94
51 Condenser 305.32 0.00 16.09 2.23 1.36 -
52 LP Pump 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 68.57
54 Gland Seal Condenser 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.02 0.01 17.41
55 Deaerator 0.00 0.00 1.52 0.21 0.13 83.76
57 HP Pump 0.00 3.37 1.09 0.15 0.09 67.68
58 lP Pump 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.00 64.84

I
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2.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE PREVIOUS THERMOECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

The thermoeconomic analysis reported in Reference [1] identified the following
possible design changes to cost effectively improve the thermal efficiency.

• • Supply the coal with the original moisture of 11.12 weight percent to the
gasifier instead of the original design specification of 4.98 weight percent.

• Operate the gasifier in the temperature range of 1850"F to 1870"F versus
1900"F as designed.

• Redesign the recycle gas cooler, lP economizer, andIP drumto avoid heat
transfer across the pinch point.

• Cool the gas at the outlet of the productgas cooler to a temperaturelower
than in the original Case 1 prior to adding steam to the gas.

• Furtherexplore the option of using heat recovered in the sulfation area for
steam generation rather than coal drying.

• Study the economic feasibility of developing and using a gas turbine
system with a reheat stage.

Ali of the above recommendations, with the exception of the last one, were considered
in the optimization studies reported here. It should be noted that each recommendation
considered alone would improve the cost effectiveness of the original Case 1 power plant
design. In general, however, when more than one recommendation is considered, some
others may become less attractive or the recommended values might change.

2.5 TECHNICAL APPROACH

Several design options for the IGCC power plant shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2
were studied. Ali of the design configurations developed and analyzed use

• an air-blown KRW gasifier with a constant carbon conversion ratio (96.5
percen0,

• the same processes for gas conditioning, external desulfurization and
sulfation, and
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• the same combustion gas turbines receiving the fuel gas (constant energy
flow rate based on heating value) always at 1000"F.

The major design changes studied refer to the

• total plant heat exchanger network (product gas cooler, heat recovery in
sulfation and in booster air compression, recycle gas cooler, exit gas
cooler, HRSG and feedwater preheaters),

• gasification temperature,

• coal drying process, and

• steam turbine.

The size of all plant components was kept variable.

To facilitate the comparison of results, the cases addressed in the present study
employ the same basis as the cases developed in previous studies sponsored by DOE [1]
and EPRI [2, 3]. The design approach, costing methodology, and economic evaluations
are on a common basis.

Despite the fact that certain plant systems are not yet commercially available,
technological maturity was assumed in the plant designs. In other words, each design is
for an "n-th" plant, with several commercial plants assumed to have preceded the plant
under consideration. The cost estimates do not, however, reflect widespread penetration
of the technology in the utility market. Ali design configurations were based on the Plant
Wansley site of Georgia Power Company.

For each design configuration, the detailed plant Ol:eration was simulated, the
capital and O&M costs were estimated, a thermoeconomic analysis at the component level
was conducted, and, finally, the cost of electricity was calculated. The latest results
available from research projects and studies were used to estimate performance and costs.

The total plant performance was simulated using the THESIS (Thermodynamic
and Economic Simulation System) software package [4, 5]. Simulation of the gasifier
was based on data supplied by MWK and obtained using MWK's proprietary computer
programs. The ASPEN-based material and energy balances provided by MWK for the
gasification-island sections downstream of the gasifier were used to adjust the THESIS
predictions. In addition, MWK furnished the data required to estimate the capital costs
of the major components in the gasification island.
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GE supplied the performance and cost datafor the combustion gas turbines. The
cost estimates for the HRSG and the steam cycle, as well as the economic evaluationsand
the calculation of the levelized COE, were done according to data and procedures
provided by SCS.

The thermodynamic evaluation and comparison of the various design
. configurations were based on the exergy method. Thi_ method calculates the exergy

destruction and exergetic efficiency of each plant component, as well as the exergy losses
associated with material streams rejected to the environment. The exergy method
provides an objective basis for detailed performance comparisons from the
thermodynamic viewpoint and for estimating the potential to increase the overall plant
thermal efficiency.

The thermoeconomic evaluation assesses the performanceof a componentor group
of components from a combined thermodynamic and economic vie,_mint and estimates
the potential for improving the overall plant cost effectiveness through design changes.
The procedures used for the thermoeconomic analysis and optimization are highly
specialized and are still undergoing development. These procedures are discussed in
greater detail in Section 3 of the report.

2.6 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The Contents of the report provide a detailed outline of the report material.
Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the report contain background material. The optimal design
configurations developed in this study are discussed and compared in Section 4. Section
5 presents the effect of important design and cost parameters on the overall thermal
efficiency and the COE. Design configurations are described in Sections 2 and 4.
Detailed results of the thermodynamic and thermoeconomic evaluations are presented in
Sections 2 and 4 and in the Appendix.
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3.0 THERMOECONOMIC EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION
OF ENERGY SYSTEMS

. This sectioncontainsa very briefintroductionto theexergyanalysisand the

thermocconomicevaluationand optimizationofenergysystems.Thesetechniquesare

somewhat specializedand willnotbe describedin detailin thissectionbut willbe

' summarized '..,the levelnecessaryto discusssome of the finalresultsand key

conclusions.More detailson themethodologyaregiveninReferences[5]through[8].

3.1 EXERGY ANALYSIS

The secondlaw oftherm:zlynamicscomplementsandenhancesanenergybalance

by enablingcalculationofboththerealthermodynamicvalueofan energycarrier,and

therealinefficienciesand lossesfrom processesor systems.The conceptof exergy

(thermodynamicavailability)isextremelyusefulforthispurposesinceanenergyanalysis

generallyfailstoidentifyenergywasteortheeffectiveuseoffuelsandenergyresources.

Exergy (E)isthemaximum usefulwork attainablefrom an energycarrier

under the conditionsimposed by a givenenvironment.Exergyisa thermodynamic

propertythatdependsonboththestateofthecarrierbeingconsideredandthestateofthe

environment, ltexpressesthe maximum capabilityof theenergycarrierto cause

changes.Inmostcaseswe canthinkofexergyastheusefulpartofenergy,i.e.,thepart

ofenergythatcantheoreticallybe transformedintoany otherform ofenergy.

Unliketotalenergy,apartofthetotalexergysuppliedtoa systemisirreversibly

destroyedin allrealprocesses.The exergydestruction(ED)usuallyrepresentsthe

largestpartofwhat thelaymancalls"energywaste."The otherpartof"energywaste"

istheexergyloss(EL),i.e.,theexergytransferoutofa systemassociatedwitha stream

rejectedtotheenvironment.The term"destruction''isusedtoidentifytheunrecoverable

lossofexergywithinthesystem,asdistinctfromthelossofexergyinanoutputstream.

Both exergydestructionand exergylossareidentifiedthroughan exergyanalysis.

In addition,an exergyanalysiscalculatestheexergeticefficiency(second-law

cfficicncy)of each plantcomponent. The cxergeticefficiencyevaluatesthe truc

componentperformancefrom thethermodynamicviewpointandisveryusefulinoverall

plantdesignevaluations.The definitionofthecxcrgeticefficiencymustbe consistent

withthepurposeofusingthesystemorcomponentbeingconsidered.

To understandthe term exergcticefficiency,itis helpfulto thinkof each

• component as having a "product,"which representsthe desiredresultfrom the

component,and a "fuel,"which representsthedrivingforcefortheprocess,or the
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resources used to obtain the "product." In the following, the terms "fuel" and "product"
for a component are used without quotation marks. Using this terminology, the exergetic

efficiency (_'O of the component is defined as the ratio of the exergy in the product
(Ep,k) to the exergy in the fuel (/_F_,)

_'k - _ (3-1) ,

The exergy balance shows that the difference between exergy in the fuel and
exergy in the product is the sum of exergy destruction and exergy loss in the component
being considered:

EF,k- E_,,k= /_D,,+ EL,_ (3-2)

The greater the percentage of the fuel exergy retained in the product, and, thus, the lower
the extent of exergy destruction and exergy loss, the higher the exergetic efficiency of the
component.

The objectives of an exergy analysis are:

• To identify the real thermodynamic losses (exergy destruction and exergy
losses) in an energy system and to understand the effects causing the losses
(chemical reactions, heat transfer, mixing, friction, etc.)

• To facilitate feasibility and optimization studies during the preliminary
design phase of a project, as well as process improvement studies for an
existing system

• To assist decision-making concerning plant operation and maintenance and
allocation of research funds

In an exergy analysis we calculate, among others, the exergy flow rate of each

stream (/_i), the flow rate of exergy destruction (/_vJ,), and the exergetic efficiency
(_'k)of each plant component. The thermodynamic evaluation of each plant component
is also based on the ratios (/9)of exergy destruction in a plant component to (a) the total

plant exergy destruction (_/_D,k), Equation 3-3, and (b) the total exergy input to the

plant (_'tot,i,), Equation3-4:
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k

* _'D,k

0_ - (3-4)
Etot,in

• These exergy destruction ratios can be used for comparisons among various components
of the same plant and among similar components of different plants which use the same
fuels as energy input to the total plant.

3.2 THERMOECONOMIC EVALUATION

Exergy is not only a measure of the true thermodynamic value of an energy carrier
but is also closely related to the economic value of the carrier since users pay only for
the useful part of energy. A thermoeconomic analysis combines an exergy analysis
with an economic analysis at the component level. The objectives of a detailed
thermoeconomic analysis include ali the previously mentioned objectives of an exergy
analysis in addition to the following:

• To shed light on the cost formation process, and, thus, facilitate studies to

effectively reduce the product costs in an energy system.

* To estimate economically optimal operating conditions for a given design
configuration.

• To understand the interactions between the thermodynamic performance of
each plant component and the cost of the final plant product(s).

• To calculate the production costs of various products generatedin the same
process.

• To enable cost minimization studies in very complex energy systems.

In addition to mass, energy, and exergy balances, cost balances are formulated for
each system component by assigning a cost value to the exergy (not the energy) of each

.t stream entering or exiting the component. This procedure, exergy costing, is based on
the finding that exergy is the only rational basis for assigning costs to streams as well as

. to "energy waste" (exergy destruction and exergy losses). With the aid of cost balances
and some auxiliary assumptions, the cost per unit of exergy for each stream is calculated.
Subsequently, we determine the avera_,e cost of (a) providing a unit of fuel exergy to the

" k-th plant component (cFx), Co)generating .a un_, of product exergy in the k-th plant
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component (Cp,k),and (c) the exergy destruction rate in the k-th plant component (I_k).
Using this terminology, the cost balance is written as follows:

t,,,+z,- +c,.:,., (3-5)

HeI_, Zk expressesthecontributionof theinvestmentcostsand theoperating
(excludingfuel)andmaintenance(O&M) costsassociatedwiththek-thcomponenttothe

productcostcp_.Inthediscussionbelow,thesecostsarccalled"capitalcosts"inorder

todistinguishthemfromtheexergycosts("fuelcosts')foraplantcomponent.

Inthefollowingdiscussionofthethermoeconomicevaluationwe assumethatthe

variablesCF,kand /_,a,remainconstant.Inadditiontothevariablesdiscussedinsection
3.1,thefollowingparametersareusedforevaluatingtheperformanceof thek-th

componentorgroupofcomponentsfromthethermoeconomicviewpoint.

1. The cost of exergy destruction in the k-th system is calculated in this study from
the following relationship:

I5k = %Z/_D,k (3-6)

This is the cost of the fuel used to cover the exergy destruction in the system.

2. The relative cost difference (dO between average cost per exergy unit of product
and average cost per exergy unit of fuel:

dk = Cp,k-CF,k = I)k+ Zk _ I- _'k+ 7"k (3-7)

c,, %:,, r, c,:,,,

Thisequationrevealstherealcostsourcesinthek-thsystem,whichare(a)the

capitalcosts(Zk)'and(b)theexergydestructioninthesystem,asexpressedby
thefirsttermon theequationrightside.Ingeneral,thehighertherelativecost

differencedk,themoreattentionshouldbe paidtothek-thsystem.

3. The thermoeconomic factor fk:

= (3-8)

which expresses the contribution of the capital costs to the relative cost difference dk.
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4. For the thermoeconomic evaluation of heat exchangers we use, in addition to those
discussed above, the variable rkdefined by:

Zk (3-9)
rk - EP,k

This variable states the capital costs required to transfer a unit of exergy to the
' cold stream of the heat exchanger.

All these variables are used in the thermoeconomic evaluation to determinewhat changes

in the plant structure or in a variable (temperature, pressure, etc.) could lead to a
decrease in the cost of electricity.

3.3 TtlERMOECONOMIC OPTIMIZATION

Cost optimization for a complex energy-conversion system such as the IGCC
power plant presented in section 2.3 is usually expensive and requires knowledge of
engineering, science, and bu_iness. The goal of optimization is to find the design
configuration and the values of the system variables (the temperature, pressure, and
chemical composition of flow streams, equipment size, materials, etc.) that minimize the
cost of electricity. This usually involves a trade-off between capital andfuel costs for the
entire system. Typical problems in the design and operation of energy systems have
many workable solutions - sometimes an infinite number. Selecting the best solution
requires engineering judgment, intuition, and critical analysis.

In many cases a rigorous cost optimization for a complex energy system is not
possible because some of the cost functions that are needed to express the capital cost of
a component as a function of thermodynamicvariables (temperatures,pressures, etc.) are
either unavailable or inaccurate. But even in cases in which ali the information is

available and acceptably accurate, it is expensive and time-consuming to formulate and
solve an optimization problem with an extremely large numberof equations, constraints,
and highly interdependent variables.

Traditionally, design optimization includes the following steps. First, a detailed
system configuration is developed; material and energy balances are conducted for this
configuration. Then, product costs are estimated through an economic analysis. The
third step includes development of a modified/new configuration that accounts for the
corresponding material and energy balances. Subsequently the product costs for the new
configuration are calculated. The last two steps are repeated several times.

. Development of new process configurations is based, among other factors, on the
experience and intuition of design engineers. Several decisions must be made with
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respect to thermodynamic variables. The final selection criterion, however, is economic.
It is apparent that judiciously combining the thermodynan ic and economic analyses, as
in the thermoeconomic analysis, is advantageous to the ot ,mization proces3.

Assuming well-designed total system configurations, the contribution of the capital
costs to the final product costs decreases with decreasing thermodynamic efficiency
(increasing exergy destruction), whereas the fuel cost increases with decreasing efficiency
(see Figure 3-1).

Conventional optimization techniques seek the best trade-off between capital costs
and fuel costs for the entire system. In thermoeconomics, a fuel is defined for each plant
component. Thus the search for an optimum is simplified since these trade-offs can be
made at the component level. If the relationship between investment costs and
thermodynamic efficiency of the k-th component is known (e.g., Equation3-10), then the
optimal thermodynamic efficiency from the cost viewpoint can be calculated, Equation
3-11.

[ ]"_'k Ep,k (3-10)
Ik = I,a: + gk 1 -- _'k'

_rr= 1

1 +_'*1F_k (3-11)

with (_k+ ')'k)nkgk
Fk = (3-12)

In these equations, Io_ represents the part of investment costs (I0, which is
independent of the component efficiency and capacity, ez is the capital recovery factor,
_'krepresents a coefficient which indicates what part of the fixed O&M costs depends on
the investment cost Ik, 7"is the annual time of plant operation at the nominal capacity and
gk and nk are constants which depend on the component being considered. The variable
Fk is c_Jled the thermoeconomic similarity number of the k-th component.

The cost data provided for this project did not always support a relationship
according to Equation 3-10. In those cases, the following relationship between
investment costs and exergy destruction was used:

@

g_ E
Ik = _ P,k (3-13)

E_
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. Figure 3-1. Contribution of Fue! and Capital Costs to the Product Cost as a
Function of the Thermodynamic (Exergetic) Efficiency.
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It is apparent that the numerical values of the constants gk and gk" in Equations 3-10
and 3-13 are different. The same symbol is used in both equations to indicate the
similarities between the equations. When Equation 3-13 is used, the thermoeconomically
optimal exergetic efficiency, exergy destruction, and investment cost are given by

_krr= 1
(3-14)/

0

I°vr= gk ¥ P,k/(Fk (3-16)

with

. (Ek + 3,k)nkg_"
Fk = (3-17)

¢%,k

The thermoeconomic similarity number, Equation 3-12 or 3-17, plays a significant role
in optimizing the component performance from the thermoeconomic viewpoint using
either Equations 3-10 and 3-11 or Equations 3-13 through 3-16.

Ali of the above optimization results have been obtained by assuming Ev,k =
constant and cFa - constant. These assumptions are fulfilled when a single plant
component is optimized. It is apparent, however, that these assumptions are not valid
when the total plant is optimized and several design changes (including changes in the
design structure) are considered simultaneous!y. In this case, an iterative procedure is
required to optimize the total plant. The thermoeconomic variables discussed in section
3.2 are used in the iteration to achieve a fast convergence.

3.4 BENEFITS OF THERMOECONOMICS

The discussion in this section is more general than the scope of the present project
dictates. This is done because thermoeconomics is a significantly younger discipline than
exergy analysis and the benefits are not obvious to many energy engineers.

Today the field of thermoeconomics has matured to the point where it is a valuable
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analytical tool for the design, operation, and maintenance of energy systems; it is not yet,
however, a fully developed discipline. Thus, studies involving further development of

the basic aspects of thermoeconomics are currently being carried out in parallel with

applications of this field to practical problems.

The _;ffectiveness of reducing costs in the design or operation of an energy system
. increases when we understand the real causes and sources of costs. A thermoeconomic

analysis identifies these sources and indicates the changes required to reduce product

costs. This information, complemented by the engineer's intuition and judgment, assists

in the effective reduction of the product costs in energy systems on a relatively short time

scale compared with traditional approaches. Decisions about the design, operation, and

repair or replacement of equipment are facilitated.

In addition, thermoeconomics provides an objective cost allocation to more than

one product of the same process. For instance, a thermoeconomic analysis of a

cogeneration plant (which produces electricity and process steam) will provide the cost

of steam and the cost of electricity separately. The cost ratio of steam to electricity

calculated by the analysis does not necessarily have to be reflected in their selling prices,

but the plant operators should know the real cost of generating each form of energy. In

this project, thermoeconomics calculates the cost at which the electric power is generated

in the combustion turbine generator and the steam turbine generator separately.

The thermoeconomic analysis also shows how much raw fuel is required to

produce each stream in the system. Finally, thermoeconomics helps managers decide

how to allocate research and development funds to improve plant components that

contribute most significantly to the product costs.

It is true that many conclusions obtained by a thermoeconomic optimization could
also be obtained through a large number of conventional energy and economic analyses.

The advantage of thermoeconomics is that it replaces an expensive and subjective search

for cost reduction with an objective, well-informed, systematic, and, therefore, shorter

search in which ali of the cost sources are properly identified and evaluated. The savings

in both engineering and computer time are significant. Application of thermoeconomic

analysis to new energy system concepts and complex installations (particularly those with

several chemical reactions) results in significant savings.
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4.0 RESULTS OF THE THERMOECONOMIC OFFIMIZATION

This section discusses the results obtained from the thermocconomic optimization
of the IGCC power plant described in section 2.3. Based on the recommendations from

" the previous thermoeconomic analysis [1] conducted for case 1 (see also section 2.4), the
optimization efforts focused on the gasifter (mainly in determining the optimum coal

. moisture and gasification temperature), the steam turbines, and the total plant heat
exchanger network. The latter includes the product gas cooler and heat recovery steam
drum, heat recovery in sulfation and HP drum, recycle gas cooler, exit gas cooler, heat
recovery in booster air compression, HRSG, and feedwater preheaters.

In addition to the factors considered in this study, a complete Case 1 design
optimization should consider various options for hot gas cleanup and an optimization of
the in-bed sulfur removal per pass in the gasifier. These studies exceed the scope of the
present project.

Ali performance and cost calculations were conducted using exactly the same
assumptions presented and discussed in sections 4, 7, and 8 of Reference [1]. The only
change was made in the value of the plant capacity factor used to minimize the cost of
electricity. In ali base case evaluations reported in Reference [1] a capacity factor of 65
percent was assumed to facilitate comparisons with other DOE-sponsored studies.
However, the plant availability analysis, conducted with the aid of the UNIRAM
software, indicated that the plant would be available 85 percent of the time [1]. In the
Southern Company, the average plant availabilty is currentlyabout 90 percent. Since the
Case 1 IGCC power plant would be dispatched as a baseload plant, its capacity factor
could approach the equivalent availability factor. Therefore, it was decided to use a plant
capacity factor of 85 percent in the optimization. Tables 4-1 through 4-4 summarize the
most important assumptions made to calculate the total plant facilities investment, the
operating and maintenance costs, and the cost of electricity.

The final criterion used to evaluate the optimization results was the 30-year levelized
cost of electricity. This cost was calculated in both current and constant dollars.
Calculations on a constant dollar basis assume a zero inflation rate during plant
construction and operation. The calculationprocedure used to calculate the levelized cost
of electricity emulates the DOE cost of electricity computerprogram, as developed at the
Morgantown Energy Technology Center. This program is generally consistent with the
EPRI Technical Assessment Guide (TAG) [9] and has a number of built-in costing

• assumptions based on experience and utility costing approaches•
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TABLE 4-1

Process Contingency Factors and Maintenance Material Cost as a Percentage of
Process Plant Cost 0PPC) for each IGCC Plant Area

Process Maintenance

Contingency Material Costs
Area Factor [%] [% of PPC*] .

Booster Air Compression 0 2.4

Coal Receiving and Handlin_ 0 1.2

Limestone Receivin_ and Handlin_ 0 1.2

Coal Pressurization/Feeding 5 2.4

Ash Depressurization/LASH Transport 10 2.4

Ash ard Fines Handlin_ and Disposal 0 1.2

Gasification/Fines Recycle 15 2.4

Heat Recovery 5 2.4

Fines Removal/Depressurization 15 2.4

Gas Coolin_ 0 2.4

Recycle Gas System 10 2.4

Resaturation/Startup Heater 0 2.4

Sulfation 15 2.4

Chloride Removal 10 2.4

Zinc Ferrite Sulfur Removal 10 2.4

Balance of Gasification Island 0 2.4

Gas Turbine System 5 0.9

Heat Recovery Steam Generation 5 0.9

Steam Turbine System 0 0.9

General Facilities 0 0.9

*These percentages are applied to the sum of each area process plant cost and the prorated
engineering fees (excluding contingencies) to yield a total weighted average percent. The resulting
value is multiplied by TPC to produce maintenance material costs. Maintenance labor costs are
estimated based on plant staffing plans.
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TABLE 4-2

Expenditure Schedule During Construction Period
(4.5 Years)

Year Expenditure

1 5%
2 15%
3 30%
4 35%
5 15%

TABLE 4-3

Unit Costs for Calculating the Annual O&M Costs
(Mid-1990 Dollars)

Cost Item Cost

Fuel, Illinois No. 6 coal $35.00/ton
Limestone $11.20/ton .
Nahcolite $261.25/ton
Zinc Ferrite $6,270.00/ton
Miscellaneous $1.00/ton
Ash and sorbent disposal $2.94/ton
Average O&M labor $21.80/hr
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TABLE 4-4

Economic Assumptions for Cost of Electricity Calculation

Project life 30 years
Book life 30 years
Tax life 30 years

Federal and state income tax rate (composite) 37.7%
Investment tax credit 0%
Tax depreciation method ACRS

Annual inflation rate 4.5 %
Real annual escalation rates (over inflation)

Fuel 0.5 %

Operating & maintenance 0%
Plant facilities 0%

Year dollar basis mid-1990

Capacity factor 85%

Financial Structure

% of Cost in Cost in

T_vpeof Security Total Current Dollars [%1Constant Dollars [%]

Debt 45 10.3 5.6
Preferred stock 10 9.8 5.1
Common stock 45 13.8 8.9

Discount rate, [%]
(costofcapital) 11.8 7.0
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In the following, three optimized cases are presented. Subsequently, the changes and
options considered in the optimization are discussed separately for each IGCC plant area.

Case 1CO1 is the cost optimal IGCC plant design when a relatively high value for the

steam high pressure is used. Case 1CO2 represents a cost optimal IGCC plant design
" with a value for the steam high pressure comparable with the value used in the original

Case 1. Finally, Case 1TO1 represents a thermodynamically optimized case which

. demonstrates the potential for improving the overall plant thermal efficiency.

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF CASE ICO1

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show simplified flow diagrams of the gasification island and the

power island. Tables 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 summarize the results of the simulation and
thermodynamic analysis for this case. Detailed results of the thermoeconomic analysis

are given in the Appendix. Compared with the original Case l, the following design
changes were identified for the thermoeconomically optimal IGCC power plant design of
Case 1CO1. The corresponding design options and values used in the original Case 1
(Figures 2-1 and 2-2; Tables 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3) are given in parentheses.

1. The coal moisture at the gasifier inlet is 11.12 weight percent (4.98 weight

percent).

2. The gasification temperature is 1920"F (1900"F).

3. The raw gas is cooled in the product gas cooler to Tr2 - 1168"F (Tr2 = 1252"F).

4. The pressure of the HP steam generated in the gasification island is Pz_ = 2055 psia
(P16 = 1600 psia).

5. The temperature and mass flow rate of the quench steam, which is mixed with the
gas at the exit of the product gas cooler, are T39 = 663"F (T39 = 500"F) and

m39 = 401,759 lbm/hr (ri_9 = 389,707 lbm/hr), respectively. The ratio rh39hh1
is smaller in Case 1CO 1 than in the original Case 1. Note that the temperature and

moisture content of the gas after quenching, stream 159, remained constant during
the optimization studies.

6. The combustion gas exiting the sulfator at T4s = 1098"F is filtered, mixed with the

gas turbine exhaust, and supplied to the HRSG. (In the original Case 1, the

. combustion gas exited the sulfator at T4s = 1400"F and was used for coal drying.)
As a result of this change, more HP saturated steam is generated in the sulfation

area in Case 1CO1 than in the Original Case 1.
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7. The boiler feedwater (BFW) preheater in the air booster compression area preheats
low-pressure (high-pressure) feedwater. The heat rejection in the subsequent trim
cooler is 2.95 MMBtu/hr (36.23 MMBtu/hr).

8. The recycle gas, stream 20, is extracted from the main gas stream at the outlet of
the exit gas cooler (at the outlet of the zinc ferrite system).

9. The recycle gas cooler is used to preheat low-temperature (high-temperature)
feedwater.

10. The steam cycle of Case 1CO1 does not generate or use any intermediate-pressure
0P) steam.

11. The HRSG of Case 1CO1 does not contain any steam drums. The heat supplied
to the HRSG is used for superheating and reheating steam and for feedwater
preheating but not for steam generation. HP steam generation in Case 1CO1 occurs
exclusively in the gasification island.

12. The main steam pressure at the HP turbine inlet is Ptol = 1849psia (Pto_= 1,450
psia) and at the HP turbine outlet Pr39 _" 500 psia rpt39= 350 psia). Thus, no
extraction from the HP turbine is required in Case 1CO1. The blast steam and
quench steam are taken at the HP turbine exhaust.

13. The steam required for the deaerator operation is extracted from the LP turbine in
Case 1CO1 whereas it is generated in the FWH1 of the HRSG in the original Case
1. The deaerator operating pressure is 20 psia (24.5 psia).

14. No desuperheating of the quench steam is required in Case 1CO1. The
desuperheater is shown in Figure 4-2 but the design mass flow rate of stream 149
is zero.

The justification for the above changes and the effects of the changes on the plant
performance and costs are discussed in section 4.4. Section 4.5 compares Case 1CO1
with the original Case 1 and the other optimized cases.
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TABLE 4-5

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case lCOl

Stream _h T e I_I S

• No [ib/hr] [IF] [psia] [MMBtu/kr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

1 345485 90.0 14.7 -503.74 134.72 1203.80

2 87703 90.0 14.7 -456.19 18.75 0.00
3 28031 500.0 425.0 -138.03 9.72 6.77
4 1140136 760.0 200.0 193.52 1896.78 52.48
5 1135222 650.0 450.0 160.88 1798.16 57.50

6 1611124 1920.0 400.0 -817.73 3361.49 1034.86
7 1611124 1920.0 395.0 -817.72 3363.10 1034.60
8 16115 411.0 430.0 -32.16 30.35 7.14
9 36896 411.0 430.0 -73.64 69.49 16.35
10 6897 950.0 450.0 -37.16 17.74 1.11
11 49374 411.0 430.0 -98.55 92.98 21.88
12 1611124 1168.1 385.0 -1220.41 3163.34 948.76
13 11857 639.7 2055.0 -73.55 20.27 O.72
14 1197697 639.7 2055.0 -7429.38 2047.10 72.64
15 16502 523.9 750.0 -32.30 30.98 7.51
16 1185840 639.7 2055.0 -6812.91 2518.30 151.86
17 34075 1200.0 430.0 -153.30 86.02 6.37
18 126280 330.0 285.3 -255.48 238.07 54.89
19 13094 500.0 450.0 1.40 20.20 0.64
20 126280 1000.0 295.0 -225.58 265.05 59.31
21 197485 160.0 20.0 3.96 326.47 0.76
22 29504 500.0 14.7 -141.46 10.34 10.52
23 190224 1600.0 19.8 -49.48 369.53 13.10

24 34428 150.0 14.7 -181.30 7.08 0.88
25 13260 1015.0 14.7 -29.36 8.02 32.86

26 2043491 1007.2 345.0 -3506.43 4320.67 998.50
27 2043144 1187.6 305.0 -3508.32 4373.67 987.31
29 4914 650.0 450.0 0.70 7.78 0.25
30 28935 950.0 450.0 -155.89 74.42 4.65
31 279919 1862.0 430.0 -482.45 242.08 722.28
32 1916864 1000.0 295.0 -3424.20 4023.26 900.29
33 304344 639.7 2055.0 -1748.52 646.32 38.98

34 304344 639.7 2055.0 -1887.86 520.18 18.46
35 2043353 1007.2 365.0 -3505.94 4310.51 1000.06

• 37 29504 494.0 14.7 -141.52 10.27 10.51
38 50587 500.0 425.0 -209.37 14.41 0.30
39 401759 663.1 450.0 -2226.89 983.83 54.23

• 40 2012883 1015.0 385.0 -3446.07 4241.17 988.21
41 7393 1862.0 430.0 -10.';tt 16.58 4.01
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TABLE 4-5

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case 1CO1 (Cont'd)

Stream th T P I_l S

No [lb/hr] IF] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

42 109778 411.0 450.0 -219.12 206.30 48.70
43 14355 524.0 750.0 -28.10 26.95 6.54
44 2147 524.0 750.0 -4.20 4.03 0.98
45 9215 90.0 14.7 0.03 15.15 0.02
46 419823 639.7 2055.0 -2604.18 717.56 25.46
47 415666 639.7 2055.0 -2388.09 882.73 53.23
48 190224 1098.0 19.6 -76.01 354.91 7.68
49 797647 120.4 23.0 -5419.51 802.74 0.45

50 797647 228.0 20.0 -5333.51 938.73 3.75
53 113266 1862.0 430.0 -435.63 53.56 6.95
54 294652 1920.0 400.0 -496.46 259.67 762.85
55 115575 1920.0 400.0 -442.97 55.31 7.44

56 14733 1920.0 395.0 -24.82 12.98 38.14
57 2310 1920.0 395.0 -8.85 1.11 0.15
58 14733 1168.1 385.0 -31.48 9.65 36.73
59 2310 1168.1 385.0 -9.24 0.91 0.07
60 52897 500.0 14.7 -218.93 15.07 0.31
61 68 1600.0 19.8 -0.32 0.04 0.01
62 137 1600.0 19.8 -0.59 0.07 0.01

63 68454 150.0 14.7 -320.11 13.80 0.01
64 2079 1015.0 14.7 -8.38 0.78 0.05
65 50818 494.0 14.7 -210.39 14.41 0.29
66 1473 1015.0 385.0 -3.26 0.89 3.65
67 231 1015.0 385.0 -0.93 0.09 0.01

68 13260 500.0 14.7 -32.36 5.54 32.38
69 881496 639.7 2055.0 -5467.97 1506.65 53.46
70 881496 639.7 2055.0 -5064.39 1871.98 112.89
72 5958123 90.0 14.7 18.91 9803.01 0.99

75 6736999 1098.0 15.0 -4801.56 13433.59 260.86
77 6927222 703.2 14.9 -5651.89 13222.50 132.81

79 6927222 305.1 14.9 -6400.78 12436.36 39.97
82 6927222 279.8 14.9 -6447.12 12375.72 36.16
84 2043144 1000.0 295.0 -3649.78 4288.31 959.60

85 1140136 650.0 450.0 161.57 1805.94 57.75
86 126280 411.0 450.0 -252.04 237.31 56.02
87 16502 411.0 450.0 -32.94 31.01 7.32
88 4156 639.7 2055.0 -25.78 7.10 0.25

89 7393 411.0 430.0 -14.75 13.92 3.28
90 16502 365.7 450.0 -33.20 30.70 7.29 ,
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TABLE 4-5

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case 1CO1 (Cont'd)

o

Stream di T P I:I S

No ph/lu'] IF] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

91 57149 639.7 2055.0 -354.50 97.68 3.47
92 57149 639.7 2055.0 -328.33 121.36 7.32

93 358517 639.7 2055.0 -2223.90 612.78 21.74
94 358517 639.7 2055.0 -2059.76 761.36 45.91
98 6927222 1098.0 15.0 -4877.58 13793.28 267.79
101 1601506 1000.0 1848.6 -8654.23 3863.81 290.79
102 677 1000.0 1848.6 -3.66 1.63 0.12
103 2756 1000.0 1848.6 -14.89 6.65 0.50
104 1175588 663.1 500.0 -6519.94 2862.55 160.18

105 1139756 1000.0 470.0 -6110.95 2946.79 189.30
106 1160466 720.0 150.0 -6377.71 3025.37 143.07

107 2010 663.1 500.0 -11.15 4.89 0.27
108 1162476 719.9 150.0 -6388.85 3030.52 143.30
109 764 720.0 150.0 -4.20 1.99 0.09
111 1440 805.2 150.0 -7.85 3.81 0.19
115 1126619 120.6 1.7 -6534.34 3064.73 17.92
116 453603 80.0 14.5 -3100.26 423.80 0.16
117 1580222 120.6 1.7 -9634.60 3489.73 17.89
118 1580222 120.4 1.7 -10736.76 1590.24 0.87
121 782576 120.4 23.0 -5317.11 787.57 0.44
122 782576 178.7 20.0 -5271.47 862.55 1.74
124 1617520 228.0 20.0 -10815.64 1903.62 7.60
127 4431759 663.1 450.0 -2226.89 983.83 54.23

128 35831 950.0 450.0 -193.05 f_2.15 5.75
131 18718 663.1 500.0 -103.81 45.58 2.55
135 1601506 638.6 2039.9 -9201.01 3402.00 204.94
137 1617520 232.7 2105.0 -10800.68 1910.12 10.94
139 1598074 663.1 500.0 -8863.10 3891.30 217.75

140 1161230 994.3 470.0 -6229.65 2999.86 192.22
141 1161230 720.0 150.0 -6381.90 3027.36 143.17
143 3879 500.0 450.0 0.41 5.98 O.19
144 1580222 120.4 23.0 -10736.62 1590.32 0.90
149 0 .....
150 1140136 450.0 199.0 104.24 1812.78 39.85

151 1140136 138.4 198.0 16.93 1695.79 33.10
• 152 1140136 127.7 176.0 13.98 1700.01 31.56

153 1140136 341.9 453.0 73.64 1712.66 47.01
154 1598074 1000.0 1848.6 -8635.68 3855.53 290.17

• 159 2012883 1015.0 385.0 -3446.07 4241.17 988.21
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TABLE 4-5

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case ICOI (Cont'd)

Stream • T P _ _
No [Ib/hr] [F] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

161 68 1098.0 19.6 -0.34 0.04 0.00
162 137 1098.0 19.6 -0.61 0.06 0.00

164 14733 1015.0 385.0 -32.63 8.91 36.51
165 2310 1015.0 385.0 -9.31 0.86 0.05

166 16115 479.7 375.0 -31.78 30.97 7.15
167 28031 479.7 375.0 -138.22 9.52 6.74
168 50587 479.7 375.0 -209.58 14.19 0.27
170 345485 90.0 14.7 -503.74 134.72 1203.80
176 6927222 1054.1 15.0 -4965.28 13736.65 251.21
190 1601506 950.0 1938.0 -8709.86 3817.48 281.95
191 35857 374.8 22.0 -202.81 95.23 2.46
192 37298 391.3 22.0 -210.66 99.40 2.59
193 1617520 232.7 2105.0 -10800.68 1910.12 10.94
197 1617520 250.8 2083.9 -10771.22 1952.27 12.78
199 1617520 639.7 2055.0 -10033.56 2764.66 98.10
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4.2 DESCRIFFION OF CASE 1CO2

This case represents an economically optimal design of Case 1 at a steam high-
pressure value (Pm, = 1515 psia) comparable with the value in the original case 1 (Pm,

" = 1600 psia). The simplified flow diagrams for this case are presented in Figures 4-3
and 4-4. The results of the simulation and thermodynamic analyses are shown in Tables

. 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10. The structure of the gasification island is identical in the optimal
Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2. Both cases have the same gasification temperature (1920"F) and
the same coal moisture at the gasifier inlet (11.12 weight percen0. The major differences
between these two cases are

• in the steam high-pressure value (PEP= P_6= P47 = 1515 psia in Case
1CO2 versus Pm, = 2055 psia in Case 1CO1).

• in the HRSG design as it is apparent from a comparison of Figures 4-2 and
4-4 and the values shown in Tables 4-5 through 4-10 (e.g., in addition to the
components included in the HRSG of Case 1CO1, the HRSG of Case 1CO2
has an HP steam drum, a blast steam reheater and a second feedwater
heater),

• in the steam turbine (pressure ratio and steam extractions), and

• in the design of the LP feedwater preheating process (Case 1CO2 has two
more feedwater heaters than Case 1CO1; the steam extraction from the LP
turbine is used in the FWH1 in Case 1CO2 versus the deaerator in Case

1CO1).

The design of Case 1CO2 is closer than the design of Case 1CO1 to the design of the
original Case 1. The differences in performance and costs between the two optimized
Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 are discussed in section 4.5.
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TABLE 4-8

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case 1CO2

Stream rh T P I_I S /_ "

No [ib/hr] [lr] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

1 345485 90.0 14.7 -503.74 134.72 1203.80
2 87703 90.0 14.7 -456.19 18.75 0.00
3 28031 500.0 425.0 -138.03 9.72 6.77
4 1140136 760.0 200.0 193.52 1896.78 52.48
5 1135222 650.0 450.0 160.88 1798.16 57.50
6 1611124 1920.0 400.0 -817.73 3361.49 1034.86
7 1611124 1920.0 395.0 -817.72 3363.10 1034.60
8 16115 411.0 430.0 -32.16 30.35 7.14
9 36896 411.0 430.0 -73.64 69.49 16.35
10 6897 950.0 450.0 -37.16 17.74 1.11
11 49374 411.0 430.0 -98.55 92.98 21.88

12 1611124 1133.7 385.0 -1238.23 3152.28 945.32
13 10087 597.5 1515.0 -63.23 16.66 0.51
14 1018847 597.5 1515.0 -6387.13 1682.38 51.61
15 16502 523.9 750.0 -32.30 30.98 7.51
16 1008760 597.5 1515.0 -5763.15 2195.94 130.03
17 34075 1200.0 430.0 -153.30 86.02 6.37
18 126280 330.0 285.3 -255.48 238.07 54.89
19 13094 500.0 450.0 1.40 20.20 0.64

20 126280 1000.0 295.0 -225.58 265.05 59.31
21 197485 160.0 20.0 3.96 326.47 0.76
22 29504 500.0 14.7 -141.46 10.34 10.52
23 190224 1600.0 19.8 -49.48 369.53 13.10
24 34428 150.0 14.7 -181.30 7.08 0.88
25 13260 1015.0 14.7 -29.36 8.02 32.86

26 2043491 1007.2 345.0 -3506.43 4320.67 998.50
27 2043144 1187.6 305.0 -3508.32 4373.67 987.31
29 4914 650.0 450.0 0.70 7.78 0.25
30 28935 950.0 450.0 -155.89 74.42 4.65

31 279919 1862.0 430.0 -482.45 242.08 722.28
32 1916864 1000.0 295.0 -3424.20 4023.26 900.29
33 250665 597.5 1515.0 -1432.07 545.67 32.31
34 250665 597.5 1515.0 -1571.41 413.91 12.70

35 2043353 1007.2 365.0 -3505.94 4310.51 1000.06
37 29504 494.0 14.7 -141.52 10.27 10.51
38 50587 500.0 425.0 -209.37 14.41 0.30
39 401759 744.7 450.0 -2208.79 999.40 57.03
40 2012883 1015.0 385.0 -3446.07 4241.17 988.21

41 7393 1862.0 430.0 -10.78 16.58 4.01 .
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TABLE 4-8

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case 1CO2 (Cont'd)

Stream _h T P I-'1 S

No [Ib/lu-] [lr] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]
t

42 109778 411.0 450.0 -219.12 206.30 48.70
43 14355 524.0 750.0 -28.10 26.95 6.54

44 2147 524.0 750.0 -4.20 4.03 0.98
45 9215 90.0 14.7 0.03 15.15 - 0.02
46 345775 597.5 1515.0 -2167.66 570.97 17.52
47 342352 597.5 1515.0 -1955.89 745.26 44.13
48 190224 1098.0 19.6 -76.01 354.91 7.68
49 797647 120.4 23.0 -5419.51 802.74 0.45
50 797647 228.0 20.0 -5333.51 938.73 3.75
51 13510 596.2 1500.0 -84.69 22.31 0.68

53 113266 1862.0 430.0 -435.63 53.56 6.95
54 294652 1920.0 400.0 -496.46 259.67 762.85
55 115575 1920.0 400.0 -442.97 55.31 7.44
56 14733 1920.0 395.0 -24.82 12.98 38.14
57 2310 1920.0 395.0 -8.85 1.11 0.15
58 14733 1133.7 385.0 -31.74 9.49 36.68
59 2310 1133.7 385.0 -9.26 0.90 0.06
60 52897 500.0 14.7 -218.93 15.07 0.31
61 68 1600.0 19.8 -0.32 0.04 0.01
62 137 1600.0 19.8 -0.59 0.07 0.01
63 68454 150.0 14.7 -320.11 13.80 0.01
64 2079 1015.0 14.7 -8.38 0.78 0.05

65 50818 494.0 14.7 -210.39 14.41 0.29
66 1473 1015.0 385.0 -3.26 0.89 3.65
67 231 1015.0 385.0 -0.93 0.09 0.01
68 13260 500.0 14.7 -32.36 5.54 32.38

69 758095 597.5 1515.0 -4752.49 1251.81 38.41
70 758095 597.5 1515.0 -4331.08 1650.28 97.72
71 787560 120.4 23.0 -5350.97 792.59 0.45
72 5958123 90.0 14.7 18.91 9803.01 0.99

75 6736999 1098.0 15.0 -4801.56 13433.59 260.86
77 6927222 719.4 15.0 -5620.73 13248.63 137.73
78 6927222 655.1 14.9 -5744.15 13141.96 118.74
79 6927222 318.9 14.9 -6375.24 12469.95 42.05
81 6927222 291.3 14.9 -6426.01 12404.52 37.70

. 82 6927222 279 8 14.8 -6447.11 12377.17 35.93
84 2043144 1000.0 295.0 -3649.78 4288.31 959.60
85 1140136 650.0 450.0 161.57 1805.94 57.75

" 86 126280 411.0 450.0 -252.04 237.31 56.02
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TABLE 4-8

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case ICO2 (Cont'd)

Stream llt T P I_I S

No [ib/hr] _ [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]
t

87 16502 411.0 450.0 -32.94 31.01 7.32
88 3423 597.5 1515.0 -21.46 5.65 0.17
89 7393 411.0 430.0 -14.75 13.92 3.28

90 16502 " 365.7 450.0 -33.20 30.70 7.29
91 47069 597.5 1515.0 -295.08 77.72 2.38

92 47069 597.5 1515.0 -268.91 102.46 6.07
93 295283 597.5 1515.0 -1851.12 487.59 14.96
94 295283 597.5 1515.0 -1686.98 642.79 38.06
98 6927222 1098.0 15.0 -4877.58 13793.28 267.79
101 1569513 1000.0 1359.3 -8457.11 3852.49 281.47
102 663 1000.0 1359.3 -3.57 1.63 0.12

103 2701 1000.0 1359.3 -14.55 6.63 0.48
104 1108245 626.6 300.0 -6154.20 2750.65 140.35
105 1108245 1000.0 282.0 -5935.91 2930.85 175.30
106 1128541 838.4 150.0 -6134.38 2996.96 150.20
107 1970 626.6 300.0 -10.94 4.89 0.25
108 1130511 838.0 150.0 -6145.31 3002.02 150.42
109 748 838.4 150.0 -4.07 1.99 0.10
111 1412 881.8 150.0 -7.64 3.77 0.19
112 15694 596.2 1500.0 -98.41 25.89 0.79

113 437590 744.7 500.0 -2406.88 1082.77 62.72
114 47556 138.9 22.5 -322.24 49.35 0.04
115 1118246 120.6 1.7 -6452.94 3098.55 18.29
116 453284 80.0 14.5 -3098.08 423.50 0.16
117 1585206 120.6 1.7 -9643.72 3537.38 18.27

118 1585206 120.4 1.7 -10770.63 1595.26 0.87
119 13676 136.4 3.3 -92.70 14.14 0.01
120 787560 138.9 22.5 -5336.42 817.28 0.73
121 740003 138.9 22.5 -5014.19 767.93 0.69

122 740003 167.0 20.0 -4993.40 801.88 1.31
123 47556 234.4 20.0 -272.22 121.91 3.01
124 1585206 228.0 20.0 -10599.57 1865.59 7.45
126 35831 744.7 500.0 -197.08 88.66 5.14

127 401759 744.7 450.0 -2208.79 999.40 57.03
128 35831 950.0 450.0 -193.05 92.15 5.75
131 18344 626.6 300.0 -101.87 45.53 2.32
134 220584 597.5 1515.0 -1382.84 364.24 11.17

135 1569513 596.2 1500.0 -8966.62 3417.97 202.14
137 1585206 231.5 1565.0 -10588.70 1870.32 9.88 .
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TABLE 4-8

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case ICO2 (Cont'd)

Stream rh T P I_I S /_

No [lb/hr] [F] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

139 1128559 626.6 300.0 -6267.00 2801.07 142.92
140 1129290 993.8 282.0 -6052.32 2983.96 177.95
141 1129290 838.4 150.0 -6138.44 2998.95 150.30
142 1351112 596.2 1500.0 -7719.05 2942.22 173.99
143 3879 500.0 450.0 0.41 5.98 0.19
144 1585206 120.4 23.0 -10770.48 1595.33 0.90
149 0 .....
150 1140136 450.0 199.0 104.24 1812.78 39.85
151 1140136 138.4 198.0 16.93 1695.79 33.10
152 1140136 127.7 176.0 13.98 1700.01 31.56
153 1140136 341.9 453.0 73.64 1712.66 47.01

154 1566149 1000.0 1359.3 -8438.99 3844.24 280.87
159 2012883 1015.0 385.0 -3446.07 4241.17 988.21
161 68 1098.0 19.6 -0.34 0.04 0.00
162 137 1098.0 19.6 -0.61 0.06 0.00
164 14733 1015.0 385.0 -3?..63 8.91 36.51
165 2310 1015.0 385.0 -9.31 0.86 0.05
166 16115 479.7 375.0 -31.78 30.97 7.15
167 28031 479.7 375.0 -138.22 9.52 6.74
168 50587 479.7 375.0 -209.58 14.19 0.27
170 345485 90.0 14.7 -503.74 134.72 1203.80
191 12265 205.8 3.7 -70.29 33.75 0.38

192 13676 277.1 3.7 -77.93 38.27 0.45
193 1585206 231.5 1565.0 -10588.70 1870.32 9.88
194 218401 596.2 1500.0 -1247.58 475.76 28.15
197 1585206 250.0 1533.7 -10559.25 1912.60 11.70
199 1585206 597.5 1515.0 -9937.63 2617.59 80.31
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TABLE 4-10 ......

Heatlams, PowerSupplied (Generated),Exeegy DestructionFlow Rate,Exergy DestructionRatio (0),Exergy Destruction
tOTotal__Input Ratio.(_) andEx_..:_etlcEfficietmy(i') for Plant Componentsin Case 1CO2_i.i::_:

W Ee
IMWl MW]: ::[MW]

5,51 1.10 _229.50
2.44 0.00 12.29 0.31::._::i:iiii_.0.19:!_._ ::. 99.02

3 ProductGas _C_ler 1.88 0.00 31.51 4.31 2.61 65.31

4 Coal Hopper System 0.00 0.03 0.46 0.06 0.04 ..... 31.12
6 _i_ench S_Mixing .... 0.00 0.00 14.32 1.96 : 1.19 98.62

7/8 Fines Cyclone&Gas Filter 0.00 0.00 1.71 0.23 0.14 99.08
9 Solids Conveyor &Cooler 0.91 0.00 0.50 0.07 0.04 98.86
10 Area 600: Sulfation 1.10 1.31 9.92 1.36 0.82 72.98
11 Chloride Guard 0.14 0.00 1.56 0.21 0.13 99.15
I2 Air Extraction Cooler 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

13 Air Recuperator 0.39 0.00 1.89 0.26 0.16 85.06
14 BFW Preheater 0.38 0.00 3.45 0.47 0.29 48.90
15 Trim Cooler 0_87 0.00 1.55 0.21 0.13 -

16 Booster Air Compressor 0.00 18.41 2.96 0.40 0.25 83.93

17 Zinc Ferrite System 0.00 0.00 9.72 1.33 0.Pl 99.03
18 Exit Gas Cooler .... ..... .... 0.62 0,00 8.10 _1.11 ::::::::0_67 : 70,78
19 I-1PDrum inHRSG 0.55 0.00 2.70 0.37 :_0.22 85,79

20 Recycle Gas Cooler 0,.13 0.00 2..60 0.36 0.22 41.23
21 Recycle Gas: Compressor :l 0.65 1.84 0.71 0.10 :0,06 61,45
23 Recyde Gas CompressorlI ::i:::i'iii:_,0:00 .... 0.29 0.07 0.01 ....: !O.01 74.71
25 Ste_ Trans_rtLosses ::_:i::::::i::ii:::0"_ :i::_i:: O.00 :::::: 01:i6 0.02 ii:I:::::O.01 ::::: 99.92
26 GasTurbine/Air:Compressor_:ii::.: ::39.62::i:i:::_:::_(311.64) ::M.94 ....11:62 ....: :_7,04 78.58
27 Combustion Chamber .............:....... _0:00 0.00 192:M 26.32 15.94 82.62

29 Superheater:&Reheater ii :: :3.30_i::...... O.00 : 14.93 2.04 1.24 88.44
30 Blast Reheater 0:02 0.00 0:24 0.03 0.02 72.42
31 HP Economizer 277 0.00 8.09 1.11 0.67 89.46
32 Feedwater Heater 1 0,22 0.00 1.37 0.19 0.11 68.39
33 Feedwater Heater 2 0.09 0.130 1.16 0.16 0.10 35.06
34 HP Turbine 0.00 (67:74) 7:48 1,02 0.62 90.06
37 lP Turbine 0200 (24.84) 2.82 0239 0.23 89.81

39 LP To-bine 0.00 (108.99) 22.75 3.11 1.89 82.73

40 Steam Seal Regulator 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 88.40
42 Condenser 330.26 0.00 17.40 2.38 1.44 -

43 LP Pump 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 67.21
44 Feedwater Heater 3 0.07 0.00 0.15 0.02 0.01 64.92
46 De.aerator 0.13 0.00 0.62 0.09 0.05 92.27

47 HP Pump 0.00 3.54 1.12 0.15 0.09 68.50
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4.3 DESCRIFFION OF CASE 1TO1

Development of Case 1TO1 focused on the overall plant thermal efficiency. This
case represents the thermodynamically optimal case and demonstrates the potential for
increasing the plant efficiency. By :_ssuming (a) a constant carbon conversion ratio in the

gasifier, (b) a given minimum temperature difference for steam generation and feedwater

preheating, and (c) a given minimum temperature at the HRSG exit, the optimal

thermodynamic efficiency of an IGCC power plant design similar to Case 1 is obtained
when the following conditions are fulfilled simultaneously:

1. The gasification temperature is equal to the minimum value (here 1800"F) for
which a constant carbon conversion ratio is assumed.

2. The coal is supplied to the gasifier with "as received" moisture.

3. The sulfator combustion gas is used to generate HP steam before exiting the

sulfation at about the same temperature at which the gas turbine combustion

gases exit the gas turbine. The two combustion gas streams are mixed and enter

the HRSG together.

4. The steam high pressure (Pap) is equal to its "thermodynamically optimum"
value, which is obtained when

(a) ali HP steam generation occurs exclusively in the gasification island,

(b) the potential for generating HP steam in the gasification island is fully

used in ali areas (including recycle gas compression and booster air

compression) by not allowing any heat transfer across the high-

temperature pinch point (PP-1 in Figures 4-7 through 4-10),

(c) the HRSG is used only for steam superheating, steam reheating and

feedwater preheating, and

(d) any additional heat required for feedwater preheating is provided

through steam extractions from the steam turbine.

This optimal Pm, value is unique for a given design configuration.

(5) The minimum temperature differences during HP steam preheating _-_d

steam generation in the HRSG, recycle gas cooler and extraction air co

(which was added to the booster air compression area) are about equal to

A_A

_



assumed minimal values. It is apparent that the overall plant efficiency
increases with decreasing minimum temperaturedifferences in these heat
exchangers.

All these conditions were taken into account in developing the design for the
• thermodynamically optimal Case 1TO1, which is shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. Tables

4-9 and 4-10 contain the results of the simulation and thermodynamic analyses. The
design changes are discussed in the following section.
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TABLE 4-11

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case 1TOI

Stream da T P I_I S E "

No [ib/hr] [lC] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

1 336224 90.0 14.7 -490.24 131.11 1171.53
2 85352 90.0 14.7 -443.96 18.25 0.00
3 27279 500.0 425.0 -134.33 9.46 6.59
4 1063331 760.0 200.0 180.48 1769.01 48.94
5 1058549 650.0 450.0 150.01 1676.71 53.62
6 1534463 1800.0 400.0 -826.73 3198.90 1017.43
7 1534463 1800.0 395.0 -826.72 3200.46 1017.18
8 15683 411.0 430.0 -31.66 29.75 7.26

9 47910 411.0 430.0 -96.72 90.88 22.19
10 6695 950.0 450.0 -36.07 17.22 1.08
11 48542 411.0 430.0 -98.00 92.08 22.48
12 1534463 1179.8 385.0 -1144.47 3039.42 950.00
13 11283 649.4 2199.8 -69.79 19.45 0.72
14 1102110 649.4 2199.8 -6817.27 1899.90 69.86
15 16054 524.0 750.0 -31.79 30.36 7.63
16 1128432 649.4 2199.8 -6494.61 2379.46 143.86

17 33179 1200.0 430.0 -149.27 83.76 6.20
18 135658 330.0 285.3 -277.62 257.61 61.69
19 12743 500.0 450.0 1.36 19.66 0.62

20 135658 1000.0 295.0 -245.18 286.88 66.48
21 192192 160.0 20.0 3.86 317.72 0.74
22 28713 500.0 14.7 -137.67 10.06 10.23
23 185125 1600.0 19.8 -48.16 359.63 12.75
24 33505 150.0 14.7 -176.44 6.89 0.86
25 12904 1015.0 14.7 -28.58 7.80 "31.98

26 1960011 1007.1 345.0 -3400.24 4177.39 998.58
27 1959673 1191.2 305.0 -3402.09 4228.43 987.76
29 4782 650.0 450.0 0.68 7.57 0.24

30 28174 950.0 450.0 -151.80 72.46 4.52
31 272416 1750.0 430.0 -489.38 226.83 698.51
32 1824015 1000.0 295.0 -3296.56 3857.28 893.92
33 319726 649.4 2199.8 -1840.16 674.19 40.76

34 319726 649.4 2199.8 -1977.71 551.17 20.27
35 1959878 1007.1 365.0 -3399.78 4167.54 1000.09
37 28713 494.0 14.7 -137.72 10.00 10.23
38 49231 500.0 425.0 -203.76 14.02 0.29
39 395766 645.4 450.0 -2197.67 965.57 52.83

40 1930230 1015.0 385.0 -3340.85 4099.67 987.96
41 7468 1750.0 430.0 -11.35 16.73 4.14 .
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TABLE 4-11

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case 1TO1 (Cont'd)

Stream rh T P I_I S

No [ib/hr] IF] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

42 119603 411.0 450.0 -241.47 226.40 55.47
43 13965 524.0 750.0 -27.65 26.41 6.64
44 2089 524.0 750.0 -4.14 3.95 0.99
45 8968 90.0 14.7 0.03 14.74 0.02
46 434796 649.4 2199.8 -2689.49 749.53 27.56
47 430491 649.4 2199.8 -2477.66 907.75 54.88
48 185125 1098.0 19.6 -73.97 345.40 7.47
49 498973 120.5 34.5 -3390.19 502.17 0.29
50 498973 250.3 30.0 -3325.11 603.39 3.06
51 35145 649.4 2199.8 ,217.40 60.59 2.23
52 35145 649.4 2199.8 -202.28 74.11 4.48
53 110230 1750.0 430.0 -426.76 50.89 6.14
54 286754 1800.0 400.0 -505.89 242.91 737.32
55 112477 1800.0 400.0 -434.18 52.50 6.55
56 14338 1800.0 395.0 -25.30 12.15 36.87
57 2248 1800.0 395.0 -8.68 1.05 0.13
58 14338 1179.8 385.0 -30.54 9.45 35.76
59 2248 1179.8 385.0 -8.99 0.89 0.07
60 51479 500.0 14.7 -213.06 14.66 0.30

61 66 1600.0 19.8 -0.31 0.04 0.01
62 133 1600.0 19.8 -0.58 0.06 0.01
63 66619 150.0 14.7 -311.53 13.43 0.01
64 2023 1015.0 14.7 -8.16 0.75 0.05
65 49456 494.0 14.7 -204.75 14.02 0.28
66 1434 1015.0 385.0 -3.18 0.87 3.55

67 225 1015.0 385.0 -0.91 0.08 0.01
68 12904 500.0 14.7 -31.49 5.40 31.52
69 740216 649.4 2199.8 -4578.72 1276.04 46.92
70 740216 649.4 2199.8 -4260.26 1560.85 94.37
71 1075538 120.5 34.5 -7307.55 1082.44 0.62
72 5974227 90.0 14.7 18.96 9829.51 0.99

75 6736999 1098.0 15.0 -4652.88 13427.06 259.55
77 6922125 702.3 14.9 -5501.10 13206.17 131.35
79 6922125 313.1 14.9 -.6231.79 12442.50 40.23
81 6922125 286.9 14.9 -6279.89 12380.14 36.18
82 6922125 279.8 14.9 -6292.81 12363.73 35.04

e

84 1959673 1000.0 295.0 -3541.73 4144.16 960.41
85 1063331 650.0 450.0 150.69 1684.29 53.86

- 86 135658 411.0 450.0 -273.88 256.79 62.92
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TABLE 4-11

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case ITOI (ComM)

Stream rh T P I_I S k "

No lib/br] [IF] [psia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

87 16054 411.0 450.0 -32.41 30.39 7.45
88 4304 649.4 2199.8 -26.63 7.42 0.27
89 7468 411.0 430.0 -15.08 14.17 3.46
90 16054 365.7 450.0 -32.67 30.09 7.42
91 59187 649.4 2199.8 -366.11 102.03 3.75
92 59187 649.4 2199.8 -340.65 124.80 7.55
93 371304 649.4 2199.8 -2296.76 640.08 23.53
94 371304 649.4 2199.8 -2137.01 782.95 47.34
95 185125 4421.9 20.0 114.53 408.66 52.53
96 66 4421.9 20.0 -0.12 0.10 0.05
97 133 4421.9 20.0 -0.45 0.10 0.04
98 6922125 1098.0 15.0 -4726.86 13777.11 266.29

100 1063331 703.4 195.0 165.13 1757.97 46.22

101 1558923 1000.0 1980.0 -8430.74 3745.79 283.58
102 659 1000.0 1980.0 -3.56 1.58 0.12
103 2682 1000.0 1980.0 -14.51 6.45 0.49
104 1139639 645.4 500.0 -6332.32 2764.46 153.54
105 1104770 1000.0 470.0 -5923.37 2856.34 183.49
106 1124929 719.7 150.0 -6182.58 2932.57 138.66
107 1956 645.4 500.0 -10.87 4.75 0.26
108 1126886 719.5 150.0 -6193.45 2937.57 138.89
109 743 719.7 150.0 -4.09 1.94 0.09

111 1402 801.1 150.0 -7.65 3.70 0.18
114 47235 195.2 33.8 -317.40 53.27 0.14
115 1049405 120.6 1.7 -45086.65 2854.44 16.69
116 446223 80.0 14.5 -3049.82 416.91 0.16
117 1574511 120.6 1.7 -9666.74 3361.72 16.79

118 1574511 120.4 1.7 -10697.96 1584.50 0.86
119 78883 192.6 11.9 -530.27 88.64 0.22
120 1075538 195.2 33.8 -7227.05 1212.96 3.19
121 1028302 195.2 33.8 -6909.65 1159.69 3.05

122 1028302 207.6 30.0 -6896.93 1178.95 3.67
123 47235 257.3 33.8 -270.01 119.55 3.35
124 1574511 250.3 30.0 -10492.38 1904.00 9.64
125 1536905 255.6 2250.0 -10226.49 1864.95 12.86

126 1139639 950.0 475.0 -6141.07 2923.75 183.93
127 395766 645.4 450.0 -2197.67 965.57 52.83
128 34869 950.0 450.0 -187.87 89.68 5.60
131 18220 645.4 500.0 -101.24 44.20 2.45

v
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TABLE 4-11

Mass Flow Rate, Temperature, Pressure and Flow Rates of Enthalpy, Entropy and Exergy
for Each Stream of Case ITO1 (Cont'd)

Stream mh T P I_I S

No [lb/hr] [IF] Lnsia] [MMBtu/hr] [MBtu/hrR] [MW]

135 1558923 648.4 2184.8 -8972.28 3288.16 198.59
137 1574511 255.6 2250.0 -10476.72 1910.58 13.17
139 1555582 645.4 500.0 -8643.48 3773.43 209.58
140 1125673 993.9 470.0 -6039.11 2907.86 186.29
141 1125673 719.7 150.0 -6186.66 2934.51 138.75
143 3775 500.0 450.0 0.40 5.82 O.18
144 1574511 120.5 34.5 -10697.74 1584.61 0.91
149 0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00

150 1063331 392.0 194.0 81.87 1675.07 35.17
151 1063331 138.5 193.1 15.80 1583.41 30.58
152 1063331 127.7 176.0 13.04 1585.49 29.43
153 1063331 341.9 453.0 68.68 1597.29 43.84
154 1555582 1000.0 1980.0 -8412.67 3737.76 282.97
159 1930230 1015.0 385.0 -3340.85 4099.67 987.96
161 66 1098.0 19.6 -0.33 0.03 0.00
162 133 1098.0 19.6 -0.60 0.05 0.00
164 14338 1015.0 385.0 -31.75 8.67 35.53
165 2248 1015.0 385.0 -9.06 0.84 0.05
166 15683 479.6 375.0 -31.28 30.36 7.28
167 27279 479.6 375.0 -134.52 9.26 6.56
168 49231 479.6 375.0 -203.96 13.81 0.26
170 336224 90.0 14.7 -490.24 131.1i 1171.53

176 6922125 1054.5 15.0 -4813.43 13721.22 249.92
177 135658 704.4 289.1 -259.74 275.97 63.97
178 33346 649.4 2199.8 -206.27 57.48 2.11
179 33346 649.4 2199.8 -191.92 70.31 4.25
191 77481 299.0 13.2 -440.89 206.78 4.36

192 78883 307.9 13.2 -448.54 210.96 4.47
193 37605 255.6 2250.0 -250.22 45.63 0.31
197 37605 649.4 2199.8 -232.61 64.83 2.38
199 1536905 649.4 2199.8 -9506.76 2649.44 97.42
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III Illll

TABLE 4-12

ExerD"" Flow Rates of Fuel, Product, and Exergy Destruction, Exergy Destruction
Ratio (_,.Ex. ergy Destruction to Total Exergy Input Ratio (0")and Exergetic

_ndency (1_ for E_eh Area and the Total Plant in Case 12"01

Area [MW] [MW] [MW] [%l [%] [_l

Area 250: Booster Air Compressor 19.52 12.29 7.23 1.05 .62 62.30
Area 300: KRW Gasification" 1262.38 1022.34 240.05 34.55 20.45 80.99
Area 380: Recycle Gas Compression 69.08 63.11 5.98 0.86 0.51 91.35
Area 400: Gas Conditioning 195.70 176.89 18.82 2.71 1.60 90.39
Area 500: External Desulfurization 936.86 920.62 16.24 2.34 1,38 98.27
Area600: Sulfation 35_72 27.60 " 8.12 1.17 0.69 77.26

Area 900: Gas Turbine System 636,19 360.41 :275,78 39.70 :123.49 56:65
Area 1000: HRSG 231.98 .... 208.95 23.03 3.32 1,96 90.07

7.43 :4,40 " 79.92
.': .... - : . "

Total Plant Exergy Losses 36.92 5.31 3.14
ServiceStationPower 10.77 1.55 0.92
Steam Transport Losses 0.15 0.02 0.01

Total Plant 1174.05 479.35 694.70 100.00 59.17 40.83

III II I I III II II I II I
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TABLE 4-13

Heat Loss, Power Supplied (Generated), Exergy Destruction Flow Rate, Exergy Destruction

Ratio (03, Exergy Destruction to Total Exergy Input Ratio (0")and Exergetic Efficiency
:i (D for Plant Components in Case 1TO2

Component [MW] [MW] [MW] [%] [%] [%]

I Gasifier 5.22 1.07 219.15 31.55 18.67 82.28

2 Cyclones 1.85 0.00 1,79 0.26 0.15 99.15
3 Product Gas Cooler 1.42 0.00 20.90 3.01 1.78 69.42

4 Coal Hopper System 0.00 0.03 0.45 0.07 0.04 31.12

5 Lash Transport & Mixing 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 99.77
6 Quench Steam Mixing 0.00 0.00 15.12 2.18 1.29 98.54

7/8 Fines Cyclone & Gas Filter 0.00 0.00 1.67 0.24 0.14 99.07
9 Solids Conveyor & Cooler 0.88 0.00 0.49 0.07 0.04 98.86
10 Area 600: Sulfation 1.07 1.27 8.12 1.17 0.69 77.26
11 Chloride Guard 0.14 0.00 1.51 0.22 0.13 99.15
12 Air Extraction Cooler 0.07 0.00 0.47 0.07 0.04 82.82

13 Air Recuperator 0.37 0.00 1.03 0.15 0.09 90.70
14 BFW Preheater 0.29 0.00 1.83 0.26 0.16 60.19
15 Trim Cooler 0.81 0.00 1.15 0.16 0.10 -

16 Booster Air Compressor 0.00 17.17 2.76 0.40 0.23 83.93
17 Zinc Ferrite System 0.00 0.00 9.38 1.35 0.80 99.06
18 Exit Gas Cooler 0.61 0.00 6.86 0.99 0.58 74.93

20 Recycle Gas Cooler 0.14 0.00 0.59 0.08 0.05 87.76
21 Recycle Gas Compressor I 0.70 2.00 0.77 0.11 0.07 61.46
23 Recycle Gas Compressor II 0.00 0,29 10,07 0,01 0.01 74.71
25 Steam Transport Losses 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.02 0.01 99.92
26 Gas Turbine/Air Compressor 37.31 (311.64) 83.02 11.95 7.07 78.96
27 Combustion Chamber 0.00 0.00 192.76 27.75 16.42 82.55

29 Superheater & Reheater 3.41 0.00 14.37 2.07 1.22 89.33
31 HP Economizer 3.21 0.00 6.57 0.95 0.56 92.79

32 Feedwater Heater 1 0.21 0.00 0.84 0.12 0.07 79.18
33 Feedwater Heater 2 0.06 0.00 0.52 0.07 0.04 54.80
34 HP Turbine 0.00 (66.57) 6.82 0.98 0.58 90.70
37 IP Turbine 0.00 (42.55) 4.98 0.72 0.42 89.52

39 LP Turbine 0.00 (96.35) 21.48 3.09 1.83 81.77
40 Steam Seal Regulator 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 86.11
42 Condenser 1302.22 0.00 15.92 2.29 1.36 -

43 LP Pump 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.00 67.31
44 Feedwater Heater 3 0.36 0.00 1.68 0.24 0.14 60.43
46 Deaerator 0.10 0.00 0.44 0.06 0.04 95.68

47 HP Pump 0.00 5.10 1,57 0.23 0.13 69.21
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Figure 4-7. Composite Curvesfor the Heat Exchanger Network
of the IGCC Plant in Case 1.
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Figure 4-8. Composite Curves for the Heat Exchanger Network

of the IGCC Plant in Case 1C01.
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4.4 DISCUSSION OF THE DESIGN CHANGES

This section discusses the major design changes considered in each plant area for the
optimized Cases 1CO1, 1CO2 and 1TO1 as compared with the original Case 1. The
pinch analysis [10] was used to identify design changes in the heat exchanger network that
would improve the overall plant efficiency by avoiding heat transfer across the pinch
points in the composite curves (Figures 4-7 through 4.10). Most of the identified design
changes were incorporated in the thermodynamically optimal design of Case 1TO1.
Some possible process modifications, however, were not incorporated in the designs of
Cases ICO1 and 1C02 because they could not be justified economically. Our studies
confirmed that the usefulness of pinch analysis techniques in IGCC power plant design
studies is very limited when the objective is minimization of the electricity cost. The
exergy analysis and the thermoeconomic evaluation techniques are much more powerful
tools for the design optimization of power generating plants than the pinch analysis
techniques. The recommendations given in the following refer to design changes to be
conducted in the original Case 1 design.

4,4,1 Area 250 - Air Booster Compression

Area 250 consists of the air recuperator,BFW preheater, trimcooler and booster air
compressor. As indicated in Reference [I], the initial design of this area was close to the
thermoeconomic optimum. The only change considered in the cost optimal Cases ICOI
and ICO2 compared with the original Case 1 refers to the pressure level of the
feedwater, which is preheated in the BFW preheater. By preheating LP (low-
temperature) feedwater (Cases ICOI, ICO2, and ITOI) instead of HP feedwater
(original Case I) both the performance and the cost effectiveness of the plant increase
because the amount of heat rejected to the environmentin the trimcooler decreases when
the temperature difference T49-Tm(Figures 2-I, 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5) is assumed.constant.

For the thermodynamic optimum, however, an additional change is required in the
original Case 1 due to some heat transfer across the pinch point that is formed by the
high-pressure vaporization process. This pinch point is indicated as PP-I in the heat
transfer composite curves for Cases 1COl, 1CO2 and ITOI, respectively (Figures 4.7
through 4-10). Therefore, in Case ITO1 and in acc,3;:dancewith criterion 4(]3) presented
in section 4.3, a heat exchanger called "extraction air cooler" was added to this area.
This heat exchanger cools the air coming from the gas turbine system down to a
temperature CT100)which corresponds to the temperature ('rH,m) on the hot composite
curve at PP-1 in Figure 4.10.

However, the MWK capital cost estimates indicated that using t_is cooler is not cost
effective because of the relatively large total surface area required to cool Me air in this
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cooler and the subsequent air recuperator. Therefore, the extraction air cooler was used

only in the design of the thermodynamically optimal Case 1TO1.

Recommendation for Area 250: Increase the size of the BFW prehe_ter and preheat LP
(low-temperature) instead of HP (high-temperature) feedwater.

• 4,4,2 Area _,00- KRW Gasification

Area 300 contains the following components: pressurization air compressor,
pressurization air receiver, coal feed vent filter, feed surge drum, feed pressurization
hopper, feed hopper, coal feeder, gasifier, ash feeder and cyclone• In the Case 1

optimization studies significant changes were considered only in the gasifter. The

performance of the remaining components was assumed to be constant; only their size

was varied with changing mass flow rates. For the optimization we assumed that an

increase in the moisture of the coal feed affects the investment costs of the coal feeding

system only through the increased coal flow rate. The two major independent parameters

of the gasifier considered in the design optimization are the coal moisture content at the

gasifier inlet and the gasification temperature. These parameters are discussed below.

Coal Moisture at the Gasifter Inlet

The high-temperature gas cleanup process used in ali cases discussed here requires

that the moisture content of the gas supplied to the zinc ferrite system is about 30 percent

by volume. This is achieved by extracting steam (stream 39) from the HP turbine and

mixing it with the gas exiting the product gas cooler (stream 12). This mixing process has

the additional advantage of cooling the gas to a temperature of 1,015 "F.

The undesired effect of the mixing process refers to the extremely high exergy

destruction, which is greater than 17 MW in the Original Case 1. A reduction in the

amount of steam mixed with the gas results in (a) a larger mass flow rate to be expanded

in the steam turbine, and, consequently, more electric power generated in the steam

turbine generator, and (b) a lower temperature of stream 12 (assuming a constant

temperature (T159) after the mixing) with the. consequence that more steam can be

generated in the product gas cooler.

In addition, the coal, before being fed into the gasifier in the original Case 1, is dried

using the high-temperature sensible heat of the combustion gas exiting the sulfation area.
This heat, however, could be used elsewhere to generate more HP steam and preheat

• *The exergy destruction in the mixing process represents an "energy waste" which is

easily detected in an exergy analysis but cannot be identified through an energy balance.
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feedwater. Finally, the quench steam (stream 39) is cooled in the desuperheater before

being mixed with the gas (stream 12). This desuperheating process adds unnecessarily

to the total exergy destruction.

Thus, the combination of (a) the requirement of the high-temperature desulfurization

process for a high moisture content of the gas to be cleaned, and (b) the coal drying

process, which removes moisture from the gas exiting the gasifier, results in the

following performance penalties in the original Case 1"

• The valuable heat content of the combustion gas exiting the sulfation area (stream 48)
is used counterproductively. Instead of being used to generate steam and preheat

feedwater, it is used to reduce the moisture content of the gasification gas (stream

6), when, in a subsequent step, moisture is added to this gas at a very high cost.

• A relatively high steam flow rate is extracted from the HP steam turbine and is
finally expanded in the gas turbine. Since the pressure ratio in the latter is
significantly lower than the combined pressure ratio in the lP and LP steam

turbinee, this steam extraction decreases the electric power generation in the total

plant.

• The potent,"_1for generating steam in the product gas cooler is reduced when the
temperature of the quench steam decreases since the condition of stream 159
remains constant.

• The exergy destruction of the quench steam desuperheating and, particularly, the

mixing process of streams 12 and 39 is significant.

From the above discussion it becomes apparent that eliminating the coal drying

process (a) allows the heat of the sulfation combustion gas to be used in the HRSG,

(b) increases the power production in the steam turbines, (c) increases the steam

generation in the product gas cooler, and (d) decreases the exergy destruction in the

desuperheater and quench steam mixing process. These benefits outweigh the increase

in the exergy destruction in the gasifier.

In addition to the positive effects discussed above, increasing the coal moisture at the

gasifier inlet results in the two additional advantages: (1) A decreased mass flow rate of
blast steam (stream 10) needs to be supplied to the gasifier per coal mass unit. Thus,

more steam is left to be expanded in the lP and LP turbines. (2) The reduction in the

mass flow rate of the blast steam leads to a higher per pass in-bed sulfur removal in the

gasifier. This results in a reduction of the size and the O&M costs in the zinc ferrite

system.
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In the optimization studies, various values of the coal moisture at the gasifier inlet
were considered. These studies concluded that both the economic and the thermodynamic
optimal points are achieved when the coal is supplied to the gasifer with the as received
moisture of 11.12 weight percent. Therefore, the optimized Cases 1CO1, 1CO2 and

• 1TOI do not contain a coal drying step. For optimization purposes it was assumed that
the reliability of coal feeding is not affected by this decision.

Recommendation for Coal Moisture: Supply the coal to the gasifier with the highest
allowable moisture content which is dictatedby the reliability of the coal feeding process.
Should the actual coal moisture exceed this value, use a low-temperature flue gas
extraction from the HRSG to dry the coal to the specified maximum moisture value.
Some changes in the plant layout will be required to accommodate these
recommendations.

Gasification Temperature

With increasing gasification temperature, the exergy destruction in the gasification
system increases (thus, the exergetic efficiencies of the gasifier and the productgas cooler
decrease) while the amountof steam generated in the product gas cooler also increases.
The economically optimal gasification temperaturedepends on the overall plant design
and is affected by the interaction between gasification island and power island. The
thermoeconomic optimization has shown that the best gasification temperature is about
1920"F (Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2).

The thermoeconomic evaluation reported in Reference [I] concluded, based on the
average cost per product exergy unit for the gasifier (cp), that the cost optimal gasification
temperature for Case 1 is between 1850"F and 1900"F. If the relative cost difference
d, Equation 3-7, for the gasifier had been used instead of cp to predict the cost optimal
gasification temperature, the recommendation would have been in the range of 1900"F-
1950"F, i.e., much closer to the optimal value of 1920"F. This effect is shown in the
Appendix, Figure A-2. The current work has indicated that in general the relative cost
difference (d) calculated for the gasifier accurately predicts the cost optimal gasifcation
temperature for various design configurations.

The thermodynamically optimal gasification temperature is apparentlyequal to the
lowest temperature for which a constant carbon conversion ratio may be assumed. This
temperature was set to 1800"F in the present study. Case 1TO1, therefore, assumes this
gasification temperature.

Recommendation for the Gasification Temperature: The economically optimal value

' depends on the overall plant design. The relative cost difference d, Equation 3-7, for the
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gasifier should be used to obtain a good and fast estimate of the cost optimal value of the
gasification temperature.

4_4,_ Areas 360/380 - Heat Recovery_ and Recycle Gas Compression

These areas consist of the product gas cooler, heat recovery steam drum, recycle gas

cooler, recycle gas compressor and recycle gas receiver. In the optimization, changes
were considered in the product gas cooler and the recycle gas cooler. These changes are
discussed below.

Product Gas Cooler

The product gas cooler cannot be optimized independently because its main operating

parameters depend on decisions made with respect to other plant parameters. The inlet
gas temperature depends on the gasifcation temperature (Ts); the gas temperature at the
outlet is a function of the mass flow rate (ti_9) and temperature (T39) of the quench steam

used to provide a gas mixture (stream 159) with 30 percent by volume moisture content

(XH2o._59)at Tr59 = 1015 F, the temperature on the steam side depends on the value of the
steam high pressure (Pm,).

The thermoeconomic optimization indicated that it is always thermodynamically
efficient and cost effective to adjust the performance and size of the product gas cooler

in this way. In ali cases considered here, the minimum temperature difference in this
cooler was above 520"F.

Recommendation for the Product Gas Cooler: Adjust its size and effectiveness based

on the following variables" Tt, T39 , 1_9 , T159, x_0.159 , and Pm,"

Recycle Gas Cooler

The following options were considered for the recycle gas cooler (RGC):

1. RGC preheats the high-temperature feedwater that is supplied to the heat

recovery steam drum (I-IRSD).

2. RGC preheats the low-temperature feedwater that subsequently enters the HP
economizer.

3. Part of RGC generates HP steam, and the remaining part preheats the high-

temperature feedwater that is supplied to the HRSD. P



4. The cooling of the recycle gas is obtained through spraying liquid water into
the gas.

. 5. Cooling water is used exclusively to cool the recycle gas from T2o to T_8.

Among ali heat exchangers, the recycle gas cooler has the highest value of investment

' cost to product exergy ratio, rk, Equation 3-9. The relatively high investment cost

associated with the RGC explains why the economically best options were found to be

5 and 4 above.* Both options, however, were rejected because of operating reasons:
option 5 would cause undesirable water condensation in the recycle gas; option 4 was

rejected because the additional water supplied to the recycle gas would disturb the gasifier
operation.

Option 3 represents the thermodynamic optimum and was therefore used in Case

1TO1. This option avoids heat transfer across the pinch point PP-1 in Figures 4-7

through 4-10 and is in accordance with the criterion 4(b) in section 4-3.
l

The cost optimal Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 employ option 2, whereas the original
Case 1 uses option 1. A design configuration based on option 3, which would allow little

heat transfer across the pinch point 1, could also be acceptable from the thermoeconomic

viewpoint.

Recommendation for the Recycle Gas Cooler: Decrease the cooler surface area by
preheating the relatively low-temperature feedwater.

The gas recycling process increases the total plant investment cost and decreases the

overall plant efficiency. The recycle gas is mainly used to assure proper fluidization in

the gasifier bed. The size of the recycle system was selected by MWK to maintain

p_'oper fluidization at reduced plant capacity. Future optimization studies for Case 1
should consider options which would _low for either elimination or-'eduction of the

recycle gas flow rate. These option_ might be more cost effective than the design

considered here. Consideration of these options in the present study would exceed the
scope of work.

General Recommendation for the Gas Recycling Process: In future optimization

studies, investigate the economic feasibility of design options allowing elimination or
equipment size reduction for this process.

*This is an interesting example in the analysis of the total heat exchanger network where

the economically optimal solution is obtained when in a heat exchanger ali heat is
• transferred across the pinch point. Solutions such as this cannot be predicted by the pinch

analysis techniques discussed in Reference [10].
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4,4,4 Area 400- G_as Conditioning

This area contains the following plant components" Fines cyclone, cyclone fines

lockhoppcr,cyclonefinesdepressurizationlockhoppcr,cyclonelockhoppcrfilter,gas

filter,filterdepressurizationlockhoppcr,solidsconveyorandchlorideguarddrums.Only

changesinthesizeof thesecomponentswere consideredintheoptimizationprocess.

Thus,no specificrecommendationsaremade.

4,4.5 Area 500 -.External Desulfurization

This area consists of the zinc ferrite reactors, guard cyclone, guard drum and exit gas

cooler. Performance changes were considered only for the exit gas cooler. Since the gas

temperatures at the inlet and outlet of this cooler are almost constant, the performance
and investment cost of the cooler are mainly affected by the steam high-pressure value

The value of the investment cost to product exergy ratio, rk (Equation 3-9) is lower

for the exit gas cooler than for the recycle gas cooler. Therefore, in ali optimal cases,

the recycle gas (stream 20) was extracted at the exit gas cooler outlet instead of the zinc
ferrite outlet. If the recycle gas cooler is used only for feedwater preheating, this change
in the design structure allows more steam to be generated in the gasification island.

Recommendation for the Exit Gas Cooler: L_t the entire clean gas which exits the zinc

ferrite unit, flow through the exit gas cooler, and then extract the recycle gas stream.

The decrease in the flow rate of the blast steam supplied to the gasifier leads to an

increase in the sulfur removal in the gasifier from 86.5 percent in the original Case 1 to

91.4 percent in ali optimized Cases 1CO 1, 1CO2 and 1TO1. Since the investment and
O&M costs and the performance penalties associated with the operation of the zinc ferrite
unit are significant, the economic feasibihty of design options permitting elimination of
the external desulfurization step should be investigated. Consideration of these options

in the present study would exceed the scope of work. The general design of Case 1
without an external desulfurization step would be similar to the design of Case 6 in

Reference [1].

The use of zinc titanate instead of zinc ferrite in the external desulfurization area

could improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness of the total plant. The zinc titanate

does not require addition of steam. Thus, the heat content of the fuel gas to the gas
turbine would be increased and the steam flow rate to be expanded in the steam turbines

would increase. At present, however, more test data are required to study the economic

feasibility of zinc titanate.
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General Recommendation for the External Desulfurization: In future optimization

studies, investigate the economic feasibility of design changes aimed at either making
redundant the external desulfurization step in Case 1 or using an external bed sorbent
which does not require addition of steam.

4.4.6 Area 600- Sulfation

The sulfation area contains the LASH receiver, screw feeder, sulfation air

compressor, sulfator, sulfator solids screw cooler, solids disengager, sulfator heat
recovery and sulfator steam drum. In the optimization, the performance of ali
components in this area except the sulfator heat recovery was assumed to remain
constant. The surface area of the heat recovery was varied with varying combustion gas
temperature (T4s) at the sulfation exit. The following options were considered for this gas

after leaving the sulfation area:

1. The gas is used to dry the coal to a residual moisture content in the range of
4.98-9.50 weight percent.

2. The gas is filtered and mixed with the gas turbine exhaust gas. The mixture is
sent to the HRSG.

3. The gas is supplied to the HRSG and mixed with the gas turbine exhaust gas at
an intermediate HRSG position (e.g., between the superheater/reheater and the

vaporization section, or between the vaporization and the HP economizer

section).

Both the thermodynamic and the economic optima are achieved when option 2 is used.

When the gas streams from the gas turbine and the sulfation are rtdxed (regardless of the

position at which this occurs) both streams should have about the same temperature to

avoid unnecessary exergy destruction in the mixing. This can be achieved by adjusting

the combustion gas temperature (T4_) at the sulfation exit.

Recommendation for the Sulfation Area: Increase the heat recovery surface area to

cool the combustion gas to about the temperature of the gas turbine exhaust gas. Add a

filter to remove the solids from the combustion gas exiting the sulfation and mix this gas

with the gas exiting the gas turbine system.

4,4,77 Area 900 - G_as Turbine System

In ali optimization runs, the same gas turbine system with constant performance was
' assumed. Therefore, no recommendation, in addition to the one included in Reference
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[1], which is repeated below, can be made here. The performance of the GE MS7001F

gas turbine assumed in Reference [1] and in the optimization studies here corresponds to

the MS700! F capabilities in October 1989. GE also supplied cost and performance data

referring the MS7001F capabilities in October 1991. The effect of this change in the gas

turbine performance on COE and plant efficiency is significant and is discussed in section

5.4. An increase in the gas turbine firing temperature leads in general to an increase in

the efficiency of the gas turbine system. An associated benefit is the increase in the gas

turbin_ exhaust temperature which results in higher temperature pinches in the HRSG.

This represents a significant advantage for the HRSG operation when the gas turbines

operate at partial load.

Recommendation for the Gas Turbine System: Study the economic feasibility of
developing and using a gas turbine system with a reheat stage. Improve the gas turbine

design to permit higher firing temperatures and higher system efficiencies.

4.4.8 Area 1000 - Heat Recoveff Steam Generator System

In the original Case 1, the HRSG uses the heat of the exhaust flow from the

combustion turbine to produce steam for both power production in the steam turbine and

for process steam use in the gasification island. In ali optimal cases, the HRSG also uses

the heat of the exhaust flow from the sulfation system.

In the optimization studies, the HRSG design was adjusted according to the steam

generation in the gasification island to provide steam superheating and reheating as well

as feedwater preheating. HRSG designs with and without a steam drum were studied.

At relatively low values of steam high pressure (Pm,), a steam drum is required in the

HRSG. At Pal, values above 1800-1900 psia, steam generation is not necessary or

possible in the HRSG and, thus, the steam drum becomes redundant. Reducing the

number of steam drums in the total IGCC plant has a positive effect on the total

investment costs without any associated efficiency penalties. These considerations are

reflected in the designs of Cases 1CO 1 (Pm, = 2055 psia; no drum in the HRSG), 1 CO2

(Pnl, = 1515 psia; only an HP steam drum is considered in the HRSG) and 1TOI (Pal,

= 2200 psia; no drum in the HRSG).

The steam high pressure value (Pm,) is a very important parameter for the

optimization of an IGCC power plant. This variable determines the flow rate of steam

generated in the gasification island and the pinch temperatures in several heat exchangers

(including the HRSG). As Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 indicate, economically attractive

solutions can be found at both relatively high and low Pal, values. The thermodynamic

optimum will always be at high PHPvalues. Generation of IP steam in the HRSG is not

cost effective for the IGCC plants considered here.
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Recommendation for the ItRSG: Adjust the HRSG design to optimize the interaction

between the gasification and power islands by keeping the steam high pressure (PHP)value

variable. If the PHPvalue is relatively high, do not consider steam generation in the

HRSG. Avoid any IP or LP steam generation in the HRSG.

4,4.9 Area 1100 - Steam Turbine System
t

In the optimization procedure, the design of this system was continuously adjusted
to reflect changes in both the gasification island and the HRSG. When the steam high

pressure (Pm,) value is relatively high, the design of the HP turbine section should be
modified so that the HP exhaust steam conditions allow this steam to be used as quench
steam (stream 39) and blast steam (streams 10 and 30). Then, no steam extraction in the

HP turbine is necessary. This change was made in Cases 1CO1 and 1TO1.

In general, a decrease in the pressure at the outlet of the LP pump (i.e., a decrease

in the deaerator operating pressure) leads to an increase in the overall plant efficiency and
to a decrease in the COE. Therefore, this pressure should be kept at its lowest
permissible value. Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 use a deaerator operating pressure of 20 psia.

The design of the feedwater heaters 1, 2 and 3 is adjusted to accomplish, together
with the BFW preheater in the air booster compression area, feedwater preheating up to
the deaerator operating pressure. Case 1CO 1 uses only one feedwater heater (located in
the HRSG) compared with two feedwater heaters in the original Case 1 and Cases 1CO2

and 1TO1. Ali optimized cases use one LP steam extraction to preheat feedwater. This
extraction is used directly in the deaerator in Case 1CO1 whereas a tlfird feedwater heater
is used in Cases 1CO2 and 1TO1.

Recommendations for the Steam Turbine System:

1. If the PHV value permits, adjust the pressure at the HP turbine exhaust to supply

quench steam to the gasification island directly.

2. Keep the deaerator operating pressure as low as possible.

3. In an optimal IGCC design, at least one LP steam extraction might be required

to preheat feedwater.

4.5 COMPARISON OF CASES 1, ICOI, 1CO2 AND ITO1

Tables 4-14 through 4-21 summarize the major results of the material, performance

and cost comparisons of Cases 1, 1CO1, 1CO2 and 1TO1. Among these cases, Case
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1TO1 has the smallest coal flow rate (as received) and the highest cold gas efficiency
whereas Cases 1CO 1 and 1CO2 have the largest as received coal flow rate and the lowest
cold gas efficiency. The differences in the cold gas efficiency can be explained by the
differences in the gasification temperature. The sulfur removal in the gasifier is 91.4
percent for the three optimized cases and 86.5 percent for the original Case 1. The sulfur
removal in the gasification island is the same, 99.4 percent, for ali four cases.

Case 1CO1 has the largest net power output (482.5 MW) while the original Case 1
has the smallest output (458.4 MW). As expected, Case 1TO1 possesses the lowest net
plant heatrate (8,181 Btu/kWh). Case 1COl is the next lowest (8,351 Btu/kWh) whereas
the original Case 1 has the highest net plant heat rate (8,595 Btu/kWh). The difference
in the over_,llplant thermal efficiency between Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 is mainly caused
by the difference in the steam high pressure value.

Figure 4-11 compares the temperaturedifferences in the composite curves for Cases
1, 1CO1 and 1TO1. These temperaturedifferences determine the costs associated with
the total heat exchanger network. As expected Case 1TO1 has the smallest temperature
differences in the heat exchanger network while the original Case 1 has the largest
differences. The temperaturedifferences in Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 are very close to each
other.

Because of the net power outputdifferences among the cases, the capital cost network
comparison (Tables 4-19 and 4-20) is made in terms of S/kW. The differences in the
total capital requirement (TCR) among Cases 1, 1CO1 and 1CO2 (1335-1346 S/kW) are
small (less than one percent). The highest TCR is for Case 1TO1 at 1421 S/kW,
primarily the result of the optimization according to overall plant efficiency criteria.

The cost of electricity results are summarized in Table 4-21. The values are shown
as 10-year levelized costs based on a 65 percent capacity factor (set I values) and as 30-
year levelized costs based on a 85 percent capacity factor (set II values). The latter
values were used for optimization purposes. The COE values are given in both current
and constant dollars. The comparisons discussed below are made on a constant dollar
basis for the set II values.

Case 1CO 1 possesses the lowest COE with 38.3 mills/kWh, 1.83 percent lower than
the COE of the original Case 1 (39.0 mills/kWh). Case ICO2 is the next lowest with a
COE of 38.4 mills/kWh, which is 1.61 percent lower than the COE of the original Case

1. The highest COE is for Case 1TO1 at 39.2 mills/kWh, 2.30 percent greater than for
Case 1CO1, but only 0.44 percent greater than the COE for the original Case 1.
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The difference in COE between Case 1CO1 (1CO2) and the original Case 1 results
in savings of over 2.4 (2.2) million constant (mid-1990) dollars per year of plant
operation. Compared with the original Case 1, the 30-year pre-tax present value of the

cost savings in Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 are 30.0 and 27.7 million constant mid-1990
• dollars, respectively.

, As we go from set II values to set I values in Table 4-21, file relative differences in
COE among the original Case 1 and Cases 1CO1 and ICO2 are reduced, whereas the
differences in COE between Case 1701 and the remaining cases increase.
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Figure 4-11 Comparison of the Temperature Differences in the Composite
Curves (Figures 4-7, 4-8 and 4-10) for Cases 1, 1CO1, 1TO1. The
Case 1CO2 values are very close to the Case 1CO1 curve.
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TABLE 4-14

Comparison of Overall Material Balances
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TABLE 4-15
t

Gasification Island Design Basis Performance Coml_'_n
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TABLE 4-16

Comparison of Steam Turbine Performance Data

i
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TABLE 4-17

Comparison of Overall Plant P_'formance
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TABLE 4-18

Detailed Plant Station Service Values

(AliValues in Kilowatts)
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TABLE 4-20

Comparison of Capital Costs
Mid-1990 Dollars
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TABLE 4-21

COST OF ELECTP_CrIT COMPARISONS

j i i

Seri
10-Year Levelized Costs (r_ills/kWh) at 65% Capacity Factor

Constant mid-1990 Dollars (Current Dollars)

Cs,-_e 1 CO1 CO2 TOI

Capital Cb_ges 26.7 (39.8) 26.8 (39.9) 26.6 (39.6) 28.3 (42.1)

Fuel Costs 13.2 (16.3) 12.8 (15.8) 13. 0 (16.1) 12.6 (15.5)

O&MCosts 9.1 (11.3) 8.8 (10.8) 8.8 (10.8) 9.0 (11.0)

Cost of El.ectricit_ 49.1 (67.4) 48.4 (66.6) 48.4 (66.5) 49.9 168.8)
Seth

30-Year Levelized Costs (mills/kWh) at 85% Capacity Factor
Constant mid-1990 Dollars (Current Dollars)

Case 1 CO1 CO2 TOI

Capital Charges 16.7 (26.3) 16.7 (26.4) 16.6 (26.2) 17.7 (27.8)

Fuel Costs 13.6 (20.7) 13.2 (20.1) 13.4 _20.4_) 13.0 (19.7)

O&M Costs 8.7 (13.3) 8.4 (12.7) 8.4 (12.7) 8.6 (13.0)

Cost of Electricity 39.0 (60.3) 38.3 (59.2) 38.4 (59.3) 39.2 (60.6)
i
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5.0 PARAMETRIC STUDIES

This section discusses the effect of some important design parameters on the

efficiency and cost of electricity (30 year levelized costs in constant mid-1990 dollars at

• 85 percent capacity factor). This effect is shown for the design configurations of the
original Case 1 and Cases 1CO1, 1CO2 and ITO1. When one parameter is varied, the

• plant configuration and the values of the remaining important parameters are kept

constant. In the following, the effect of a design parameter is shown sometimes only for
a portion of the total parameter variation range. This means that this parameter cannot

be further varied without significant changes in the configuration being considered.

5.1 _ EFFECT OF GASIFICATION TEMPERATURE

Figures 5-1a and 5-2a illustrate the effect of the gasification temperature on the

overall plant thermal efficiency and COE, respectively. In general, the plant efficiency
decreases with increasing gasification temperature (e.g., for Cases 1 and 1CO2 as well
as for the thermodynamically optimal values at a given gasification temperature).
However, the decrease in efficiency in these cases is accompanied by a decrease in the

total plant investment costs. The configuration of Case 1CO1 shows the opposite
behavior: In the gasification temperature range of 1900"F-1940"F, both the overall plant

efficiency and the total plant investment costs increase with increasing gasification
temperature.

The cost of electricity is lowest in the gasification temperature range of 1880"F
to 1940"F in the configurations of the original Case 1 and Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2. These
minimal COE values express the best trade-off between investment costs and fuel costs
when the gasification temperature is varied.

5.2 THE EFFECT OF COAL MOIS'I_JRE

The effect of coal moisture on plant efficiency and COE is demonstrated in Figures
5-lb and 5-2b. With increasing coal moisture, the total plant efficiency increases in Case

1TO1, whereas it slightly decreases in Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2. The COE, however,

continually decreases in all cases with increasing coal moisture at the gasifier inlet. This
effect can be explained by (a) the more effective use of the heat of the sulfation area
combustion gas, and (b) the decrease in the investment and O&M costs of the zinc ferrite

unit with increasing coal moisture•

5.3 THE EFFECT OF HP STEAM PRESSURE

' As indicated previously, the steam high pressure value CPm,)has a significant
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impacton theinteractionbetweenthegasificationand power islandsand, thus,the

efficiencyandcostofelectricityoftheIGCC powerplant.Figures5-Ic and5-2cpresent

LhceffectofPm,on theseparameters.Ingeneral,theoverallplantefficiencyincreases

withincreasingPm, value.Thisvalue,however,cannotbe meaningfullyvariedina

widerrangethanLhcone shown inFigures5-Iand5-2withoutimportantchangesinthe

designconfiguration.

J

The COE valuesasa functionofPm,arelowestatthePm,designvaluesforeach

case(2055psiaand 1515psiaforCasesICO1 and ICO2, respectively).InCase 1TO1

Lhc COE decreaseswithdecreasin_Pm,,butthenthiscaseno longerrepresentsLhc

thermodynamicoptimum. The relativelyhighslopeofthecurvesinFigures5-Icand5-

2c indicatesLhcimportanceofthispressurevalueon thefinalresults.

The increasedplantefficiencyachievedwithhigherpressuresteamneedstobe

balancedagainsttheeffectofcapacityturndownon theHRSG performance.Operation

of the gas turbineat a capacityfactorbelow 80% mightrequirea disproportional

reductioninthefuelsuppliedtoLhcgasturbine.Inthiscase,bothLhcinletand outlet

temperaturesofthegasturbinearereduced.ThisreductioncanaffectsignificantlyLhc

temperaturepinchesintheHRSG, and,consequently,theHRSG operationatpartialload.
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5.4 THE EFFECT OF GAS TURBINE PERFORMANCE

Factory prototype evaluations and engineering tests performed on the Virginia
Power (Chesterfield) MS7001F gas turbinehave enabled GE to refine the computermodel

" used for gas turbine performance predictions and to relax some of the application
restrictions. The torque limit in the gas turbine was raised to the equivalent of 192 MW

• electric power between October 1989 and October 1991. This, combined with the
increase in air flow and effective firing temperature, increased the generator output by
9.2 MW for Case 1C, as shown in Table 5-1. When the ambient temperature is 59"F,
instead of the 90"F assumed in this study, the increase in the generator output for Case
lC is 21.6 MW (from 163.3 MW to 184.9 MW). Case lC has a coal moisture of 11.12
weight percent and the same gasifier island configurationas Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2. The
only difference is in the gasification temperature, which is 1800"F in Case lC and
1920"F in Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2.

After GE supplied the new data, an attemptwas made to estimate the effect of the
new performance data on the overall plant efficiency and COE for the Cases 1, ICOI,
1CO2 and 1TO1. Since the new gas turbineexhaust temperatureis higher than the old,
some design changes in the HRSG, steam high pressure (Pm,), and steam cycle
configuration were required. The results are summarized in Table 5-2.

The new gas turbine performance data have significant impact on the overall
efficiency and the cost of electricity. Use of the new data results in (a) an increase in
th(;rmalefficiency by 0.7-0.8 percentage points in the optimized cases, and (b) a decrease
in the cost of electricity by more than 2.5 percent. Among the cases compared in Table
5-2, Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 are close to the corresponding optimal cases with the new
gas turbine performance data. Case 1TO1, however, no longer represents the
thermodynamically optimal case. This case would have a different design configuration,
a higher Pp value than Case 1TO1, and an efficiency above 42.5 percent.

The results presented in this section confirm that the efficiency of the gas turbine
system significantly affects the performance andCOE in IGCCpower plants. Gas turbine
design improvements permitting higher firing temperatures are very desirable in IGCC
applications provided that the increase in cooling air requirements does not offset most
of the increase in power generation.
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TABLE 5-1

GE MS7001F Gas Turbine Performance Comparisons
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5.5 COST OF ELECTRICITY SENSITIVITY STUDIES

Simple sensitivity analyses for the cost of electricity were conducted to evaluate
the effect of some uncertainties associated with the COE estimation process. Figures 5-3
through5-5 show the sensitivity of COE (expressed in currentdollars) to total plant cost,
real escalation rate for coal cost, and plant capacity factor, respectively. The sensitivity
is presented for two sets of values. Set I refers to ten-year levelized costs at 65 percent
capacity factor. Set II represents thirty-year levelized costs at 85 percent capacity factor.
In these figures the cost differences between Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 are small.

Most of the uncertainty in capital cost estimation is associated with the gasification
island because the major processes therein have little or no commercial history. An
overrun in estimated total plant cost affects Case 1TO1 more than the remaining cases,
particularly in set I. The effect of total plant cost on COE is larger in set I than in set
II while the effect of real escalation rate for coal cost is stronger in set II. The plant
capacity factor has a dominant influence on COE, as shown in Figure 5-3. When the
capacity factor changes from 65 percent to 85 percent, the savings in the COE are more
than 15 percent in set I and more than 20 percent in set II. The results shown in Figure

• 5-5 assume that the plant will operate between 65 and 85 percent of the time at 100
percent capacity. If the given capacity factor value is obtained through plant operation

• at reduced capacity, the effect of capacity factor on the COE is more pronounced.
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Figure 5-3 Sensitivity of COE (Current Dollars) to Changes in Total Plant Cost
Set I: Ten-Year Levelized Cost; 65% Capacity Factor
Set II: Thirty-Year Levelized Cost; 85% Capacity Factor
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several IGCC power plant concepts based on air-blown gasification with hot gas
cleanup were investigated in this study. The results were compared on the basis of

" efficiency and cost of electricity. The primary motivations for the study were to develop
cost optimal design configurations and to understand the effects of important design

• parameters on efficiency and cost of electricity.

In addition to the original Case 1, which was developed in a previous study [1],
three cases are discussed in thi;sreport. Two of them were optimized from the cost
viewpoint and the third from the thermodynamic viewpoint. The comparisons among
these cases are considered to be accurate when compared to each other since they were
based on the same underlyingassumptions. In evaluating the results from similar studies
we should keep in mind that, in general, the results of performance predictions are more
accurate than the results of cost estimates.

Table 6-1 compares the performance of the four cases discussed here. Table 6-2
provides a summary of estimated capital costs, O&M costs and cost of electricity. The
major difference between the cost optimal Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 is in the steam high
pressure values which are 2055 psia and 1515 psia, respectively. Case 1COl has a lower
heat rate (8351 Btu/kWh) buta slightly higher total capital requirement(1346 S/kW) than
Case 1CO2. Assuming thirty-year levelized cos_ at 85 percent capacity factor, Case
1CO1 possesses the lowest cost of electricity (38.3 mills/kWh in constant mid-1990
dollars) among ali four cases. When ten-year levelized costs at 65 percent capacity factor
arc assumed, both Cases 1CO1 and 1CO2 have practically the same cost of electricity.
The performance and cost advantages of these cases over the original Case 1 are
attributableto the optimization of the steam high pressure, gasification temperature, coal

= moisture at the gasifier inlet, steam turbine, and overall heat exchanger network.

Case 1TO1 representsthe thermodynamically optimal case and was included here
to demonstrate the potential for improving the overall plant efficiency. The thermal
efficiency of this case is 41.7 percent, an improvement of about 5.0 percent compared
with the original Case 1 (39.7 percent). This improvement is achieved with an increase
of only about 0.5 percent in the cost of electricity. It shouldbe noted that other cases not
presented in this report with slightly lower efficiencies than Case 1TO1 have lower cost
of electricity than the original Case 1. The three optimized cases present a lower
environmental impact than the original Case 1, primarily due to their higher overall

. thermodynamic efficiency.

The difference in the cost of electricity between Case 1CO1 (1CO2) and the
original Case 1 results in savings of over 2.4 (2.2) million constant (mid-1990) dollars
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Smnmary of Gasification Power Plant Performance
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' TABLE 6-2

• Summary of Gasification Power Plant Costs
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per year of plant operation. Compared with the original Case 1, the thirty-year pre-tax
present values of the cost savings in Cases ICO1 and ICO2 are 30.0 and 27.7 million
constant mid-1990 dollars, respectively.

This study identified several design changes which improve the cost effectiveness
of the Case 1 IGCC concept. These changes include the following:

• The coal should be supplied to the gasifier with the as received moisture of 11.12
weight percent, or with the highest moisture content allowed by l_hereliability of
the coal feeding process.

• The gasification temperature and the steam high pressure should be optimized
using the thermoeconomic variables discussed in section 3. This optimization
refers to the interaction between the gasification island and the power island.

• The heat of the flue gas from the sulfation area should be used in the HRSG.

• The mass flow rate of the quench steam should be decreased and its temperature
increased through adjustments in the steam turbine and elimination of the
desuperheating process.

• The BFW preheater in area 250 (air booster compression) and the recycle gas
cooler should preheatLP (or low-temperature)instead of HP (or high-temperature)
feedwater.

• The recycle gas should be extracted from the clean gas after the exit gas cooler
instead of after the zinc-ferrite unit.

• The size of the product gas cooler and the exit gas cooler should be increased to
accommodate some of the above changes.

_ The design of the HP steam turbine should be adjusted to the new steam high
pressure values.

• The deaerator should be operated at the lowest possible pressure.

• At least one LP steam extraction should be used to preheat feedwater.

These recommendations refer only to the design of Case 1 and should not be used

automatically in conjunction with other IGCC concepts. The cost optimal Cases 1CO1
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and 1CO2 are certainly not unique. Other design configurations can be found with
comparable cost of electricity values.

Future studies should include investigation of the economic feasibility of design
" options aimed at eliminating or modifying the external desulfurization step and the gas

recycling process. Significant performance and_ost benefits should be expected from the
elimination or modification of these processes.

The thermoeconomic analysis and optimization techniques were very useful tools in
conducting this study. Some optmizafion techniques were refined during the
investigations andwill be applied to future design optimizationsof/GCC plants and other
energy systems.

The parametric study conducted to investigate the impact of major design parameters
on the efficiency and cost of electricity established the importance of the gas turbine
performance, the steam high pressure, and the gasification temperature for the cost
optimization process. The cost sensitivity studies confirmed that the plant capacity factor
is the most important variable for cost-effective plant operation.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix presents some detailed results of the thermoeconomic analysis of
Cases 1 and 1C01. The variables shown here were used in the thermoeconomic

" evaluation and optimization of the cases discussed in this report.
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TABLE A-I .,

Cost of Fuel (ct), Cost of Product (cp), Relative Cost Difference(d), Investment Cost Rate r(z)i__ '_I_
Cost Rate of Exergy Destruction (I)), and Thermoeconomic Factor (f) ....•

for each Area in the Original Case I

Cr cr d Z D f .
_td[_l [$/MWh] IS/MWd] [_] IS/ht] i• [$/hl.] 1 [c_]

Area 250 _)osterCompression 17.94 38,11 : 1]2.3611/_' 13_!4:11:i4510 i1 48128 /
Area 300 KRW Gasification 7.32 9.97 36.21 889.7 1784.8 ..... 33.27

Area 380 Recycle Gas Compression 10.53 15.49 47.03 234,5/_ 23.2 _ 91.00
Area 400 Gas Conditioning 12.49 14.60 16.92 60718 _•:267.2 :i :::!':69.461!11
Area 500 ExtractedDesulfurization 10.21 10.42 2.07:1:330.8 : !176.8 _i 65.16
Area 600 Sulfation 7.31 22.I7• 203_20 233,5 1 : . ::._•••:.:89_0 .i:_:::ii:i!1.1:72141• :::: .i:: : "

Area 900 Gas Turbine System 9.62 20.26 ::1110,54 1190,6 I _:i:2649i:11:ii_iiiiii_i:311011:_:::_::::i:::_.

Area 1000 Heat Recovery Steam Generator 14.83 / 19,61 32,2! 403.6 :: ::508.3::::_!: :44:26:::iI :::_/

Area 1100 Steam Cycle 20.78 • :/:127,71 1 q 33,38: i:_:648!8: 1059::o$::::i:i ::i!37:98:i!•:::ii::_:

Gasification Island 7.40 11.31 52.892431.7 2257.1 51:86
Power Island 11.69 22.76 94:70 2242:9 4214.6 34.73

Total Plant 5.72 39.02 582.20 4674,6 4125.5 "53,12
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_:!iiii,illi: i _:__:_:_,,__: _i_,_::_:_:_ ,__ ,_:__,_:_i__,._: _
.... :i_ • Cost Rate of Exergy Destruction (I)), and The_'moeconomtc Factor (f)_ :i _ ::i iI_i_: //i ii

for each Area in Case 1CO1 "i .... i. _::_ii! ....

- .

Area [$/MWh] [$/MWh] [%1 [Smr] [$/hrl _[%1
. i

Area 250 18;47 _( .40.75:120_63 _119.3 181.7/ _i39,63
Area 300 KRW Gasification ...... 7.32 10.14 38.63 1005.3 1902.8 34.57

Area380 Recycle Gas Compression 10.44 15.28 46.43 246.0 35.31 87.46
Area400 Gas Conditioning _.......:_:_!:_::_ _:::_......_ I2.39 :: 14.24 14.91 _::626.4,::_i_233,2 _72,87
Area500 :ExternalDesulfurization:: : ::_ _:: 10.16 :i: 10.38 2.12 229_4 ::: 171,8:::i 57.18

Area :1000 HeatR_e_::St_ Generato[ ii_:::::_:_!::_::_::::_ii:_ii_!::_::ii!4i491:::::.:-.::!8"19_!:::::25:49: _:::_::::_J::_:i_::_:::_'_:_i_i!:_:_:

Gasificationlsi_ :::::: :: :: :: : :i:::::::: :: _: :::: 7i35::111.47 :: ::56.i5:2687:3 !: 2334!0 i:'53i52
Powexlsiand :..._ : ::: :::::::i::!:iiii_:::::::_::::::_:::ii::::::::_::::!:i11i.94!_::_:::'22.85 : 91.38:2296.5 :::4260.97i/35.02

: : !::::: ::::::i5.72 .:I :38:31 !569142 4983:8:114142.2 ':_.::::54i61TotaiPlant

. . :' " . • .. . . : - :..
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. "::.i_.: ': .._:...!_""" TABLE A-3 " 'i • . i_:!i:i:_:::i:.:i_iilii::.:iii_i_-....:.._:......,...::.

" 10 _:6001 Sulfation: : =:" ".:..:=7:3i:::::: .::.::22::::i7:_::::::::=::_3:20 :="233::S: :i!i:!::89_0:!::::_142 : :..

11: Chl_"Guard=. . " • . 9.97 ". :: ' 10:ii : '=::::. .1.44 _....128:2::i!_:.=.!!:i_?==:I4:9:::=.iii:.i:8:9!62_i::=;i::;::_'

15..lk_o_rAirCompr_ssor. 22.85...= : :S8'13:::. : :..:/66,75 .. ::i.:.83'8 _:::ii_::ii:;6_i7:i:_::=:i 56i _Ii::::=.::.:

" 16 ::Zinc=Fen'iteUnit .: = 10.20 :: :=10.20!:. :;.:::_:::.:.0.00 . :"_:8::::ii_::i::!i;i:i!:l_=.:i::.:=:!5:_'sT.:ii:=...." 15.87 :- 28;72:::-:"....i 81.01 120.9+:_:_:::i:::Ii9:0::::!:;15.40:"=iS=:Exitoas_:er:":.= • .......................===:i...................

:20 Recycle: Oas.:C_lSr.- 15.93: 45,75 .: • t93.43 ::$3_:_;!:i=ii!?::::::::!::::_:5=::.::!.=._;:.:::76.:,S8:::.==:.:=

-=::21:::Recycl¢=_=C0mP_0r :I : . 22. 86.=:.::=:.:::=:153:75.. ."..:::i:,:572,=45.:_::.!!:.105!1!!:::i_., :i12!_ !!_iiii _:.7_ii. ::.i:

• 26:!.:Gas-=_ine:&: _: Compressor! =:=:'_;;=="ii12.91; ::: _::..:19._.::!"._ii=::.:::..=.:54.53=i!::i:;:1!3l.;:!_::ili_:i!!!!_=i!_gii_i_:=ii:_ili!:Si:ii46i=:_i::=_:!_=i::
::.:::::_=:_=.:Combustion::!E"n_ber ..:.:=i-._:_=_I::;=: :.=:::!:=:::=-_=:::i::::.::_13.;02:1!::===i:_:==.i:::._!::1:5_851::i::::_i._:iii_!_:21:,51=;::..:. =._9_5_=i!_ii_==:=;__i_=i_=i_ii!i!!i_i_!_=i2_i_==ii_=_:_=.::=::=

:__2::::IP_m:::.:i_ : :::. :. : ' ::. :: i .:.: _:_._==14:72:i:::::::i::ii=::::21_=05:::.........:...!-:42.93 .:..i:_==:!:!lS:3.:::::!:_ii;i::==:i=:=.::::_I:_::!;::=::i:.!:=!ii_:,=:i :::=:_!_i=:_::=:._=:.:

: ::35:HPl'._nom_.. :- . .=. ::::..:ii ::14:_:i_::=.i=_i_:_ili!::::!::.!::=2LiT=_:=::i_::_.=:_::=-i:._:43.34::: :.::.38:9:=:!:i_.::_:!_:ii=_i!iii_:i!59i_:_i_:::::=_:i!i=:.:_i_.i:=:::::i:.:.
;_ Fe_wa_r:I-Ieater:l " =.=": :._:!:ilii::;:=:;=ii=:::14:71=.i:i::::::i_i=.::::::==_ii==;i::.24:27_:_:_;'_:=/I.i:==:=64:96: :_6=:=4::i:::::=:iiii_i_::.:i=.:=::.5i:_$.:_i:i==:;;i_i_i=::=:iiil• .]: "::..=:._-::
37 Fex_dwa_r Heater2 : - 14:53 "::::::_.63;39 _ ' 336:27""i.. '19;9.: :::_:__:.:::.4&? ;i_:90.:.

39:=.:.m,Turbin_• ..:,. :=.:.:,=.:21:75:!=:::::::.25:S3,::="::::::,: "
.=:i.;.:_=_43:=._:De_uperh_::;.:. ...::: _:21:.:82:1:.::=.: 22160: :::. :=i=::_.:3.55:=::i=.:==========================================5.5=_.:_:;!:_iiii0:_::::.:.

::.45":==IPTurbine == ' ":: .......... 21:36 .::"i_/=!;=26:19_:!:i:;:::::=:::i.i:22,50 'i ?::._i67!2i=::_::_=_ii:i:::iiil;_:!7:::=::=_:i:ii4_:47=:_.........

48 .LP Turbine 21.82 :28;82 32,10 234:3 ::".:_:::_:::452;9: :34.09

49 _alSteamRegulator 21,4_ 35.81 66.59 =: 1_9 .......=:::i:0;_: 79:85 =

!52 .LP Pump 22.86 207.39 807.09 5;6 .: 0,3 : :94,58
54 Gland Seal Condenser 35.98 '259.53 649.07 1:9 :.i....:4:7" 28.47

55 De_erator 29.19 36.03 23.46 :9,:3 . 44,4 .... :17.34

57 HPPump 22.85 40.11 75.42 14.4 24:9 35.59
58 ..IP Pump 22.$7 .204.68 795.07 5;6. i.. O,4 93.15

i..... r'":: ::"':/::'i:::::::::': ....
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: _- TABLE A-4

i_i_.iii_"_:.C._6tof Fuel (ct), Cost of Product (ct), RelativeC_st Difference (d), InvestmentCost Rate (Z),--:

_*ii___ Cost Rate of ExergyDestruction(lr)),and ThermoeconomicFactor (1_ - _ _
F m _:_ _i for the Major Comlmnm_ In Case ICOI

•

:.
• ''r • -. .

_ iii__ cf ct. d 2 1) f
Area [S/l_hl [S/MWU] [%1 [STnr] [$/hr] [%1

;

1 Gasifier 7.04 9.12 29.54 539.3 1520.3 26.19

2 Cyclones 9.13 9.18 0.55 31.6 20.9 60.21
3 ProductGas Cooler .9.18 18.64 102.94 305.5 256.3 54.37
6 Quench Steam Mixing 9.58 9.72 1.47 0.0 143.8 0.0tj

7-9 Cyclones & Gas Filter 9.96 9.96 0.00 493.9 22.4 95.66
10 Area 600: Sulfation 5.82 19.57 235.97 331.1 50.6 E6.75
11 Chloride Guard 9.96 10.11 1.48 132.5 15.6 89.50

13 Air Recuperator 22.20 27.60 24.31 16.1 41.9 27.72
14 BFW Preheater 22.31 49.92 123.73 14.1 76.9 15.50

16 Booster Air Compressor 22.93 35.32 54.06 87.1 67.8 56.23
17 Zinc Ferrite Unit 10.16 10.16 0.00 216.9 98.8 68.71
18 Exit Gas Cooler 14.75 26.85 82.06 142.3 106.0 57.30

20 Recycle Gas Cooler 14.77 76.30 416.45 75.4 38.0 66.45
21 Recycle Gas CompressorI 22.93 148.39 547.20 125.5 16.3 88.53
23 Recycle Gas CompressorII 22.93 244.88 968.02 45.2 1.7 96.37
26Gas Turbine & Air Compressor 12.93 _20.08 :_55.33 1131.1 1098A 150.74....
27 Co_n Chamber 13.03 15.84 /21.53 $9,5 2360.4 :2,46

29 SuperheaterI- ReheaterI 14.53 18.15 24.96 16.7 34.7 32.50
SuperheaterI -Reheater II 14.55 17.12 17.66 96.7 118.4 44.96
:SuperheaterII 142i2 18.60 28.1'7' 39.8 53.8 42.52

31 HP1 Economizer 14.55 18.65 28.21 240,7 109.4 68.76
32 Feedwater 1/2 14.26 46.62 226.83 6.2 35.8 14.65
34 HP Turbine 20,51 24.97 21.73 152.2 140.0 52.09
37 lP Turbine 20.62 25.36 22.95 101.9 106.0 49.01
39 LP Turbine 21.98 29.22 32.93 233.1 494.1 32.06

40 Seal Steam Regulator 20.31 34.48 69.79 2.1 0.6 77.86
43 LP Pump 22.97 211.34 820.01 5.3 0.3 94.34
46 Deaerator 35.18 38.64 9.82 9.7 16.6 36.72
47 HP Pump 22.93 39.34 71.60 19.6 35,2 35.81

I I I I -_-: I
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39.0
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38.6

Case 1CO I

38.2 . , • , • , •

1800 1850 1900 1950 2000

Gas_icationTemperature[F]

Figure A-1 Cost of Electricity as a Function of the Gasification Temperature for
the Original Case 1 and Case lCO1

Note: If the gasification temperature is the only variable in an otherwise fixed design

configuration, then the minimum cost of electricity is obtained in the temperature

range of 1850"F-1900"F in the configuration of the original Case 1 (as predicted
in Reference [1]), and in the range of 1900"F-1940"F in the configuration of Case
1CO 1. The cost of electricity in the configuration of Case 1CO 1 is more sensitive
to changes in the gasification temperature than in the configuration of the original

Case I. Thisfiguredemonstratestheeffectofdifferentconfigurationsand other

designvariableson theoptimum valueofan importantdesignparameter.
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Figure A-2 Relative Cost Difference d for the Gasifier as a Function of the
Gasification Temperature for the Original Case I and Case lCO1

Note: The relative cost difference d (Equation 3-6) predicts a cost optimal gasification
temperature in the range of 1900"F-1950"F for both the design confiL,uration of
Case 1 and Case 1CO1 in spite of the design differences in these cases. Thus, the
relative cost difference d could be used in the beginning of the design process to
estimate the optimal gasification temperature even before the design of the
remaining areas in the plant is completed. This finding could result in significant
savings in engineering time during the development of a "good"IGCC power plant
design.
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93 53
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Figure A-3 Comparison of the relative cost difference d calculated for the
Gasification Island (CD and the Power Island (PI) for Cases 1 and
ICOI. The d values are given on the left axis for PI and on the right
axis for GI.

Note: With increasing gasification temperature, 'thed value for the gasification island
increases while it decreases for the power island. Comparedwith Case ICO1, the

original Case 1 has lower d values for the gasification island but higher values for
the power island. The trendsexpressed in the above curves help to understandthe
development of the curves shown in Figure A-1.
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